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backgrounds. And after spending the day in the lab, an expansive view of Frenchman's Bay 
awaits the students at Highseas: from a balcony, a sitting ~ or perhaps their own bedroom 
window. We know from decades of written testimony that this contemplative, focused setting 
motivates young people to consider a career in the sciences. 

More than 2,000 students have participated in the program, and many of them look at 
their experience at the Laboratory as the turning point in their lives. Modifications to Highseas 
would allow us to adequately hoUle the increased number of students that Jackson scientists are 
anxious to work with aDd. give more students aecess to this unique opportunity. 

The inspirational atmosphere at Highseas also holds great potential for all who partake in 
the array of educational programs at The Jackson Laboratory, as well as providing a weal service 
to these participants. 

Modifications to Higbseas will address a critical need for the burgeoning Mastering 
Science program: living space for these teacher-interns during their semester-long residence at 
The Jackson Laboratory. The Bar Harbor region is a highly competitive and expensive housing 
market, with towists. college students, seasonal workers, and Jackson Laboratory employees all 
competing for residential arrangements. Mastering Science participants encountered extreme 
difficulty when seeking temporary accommodations in this area; for example, one participant in 
the inaugural program bad to commute frequently from Millinocket, Maine, to Bar Harbor..,-a 
four-hour round-trip. In order to put in the necessary hours at the Laboratory, another lived at his 
mentor's hoUle. The accommodation potential ofHigbseas would elimjnate this obstacle. 

CODci .... 
With funding assistance from the <Jeorgc A. Ramlose Foundation, our educational 

programs will have the resources to grow while maintaining the quality of experience that will 
continue to guide fundamental experimentation and lead to landmark discoveries. "In high 
school it's almost impossible to know what real science is abou~ because the excitement of 
science is in doing, not in books," remarked Summer Student alumnus and Nobel laureate Dr. 
David Baltimore. "The discovery that research was something I could do was the most important 
moment of learning in my life. It really was not so much a matter of my ability to do i~ as it was 
the discovery that questions whose answers were unknown could be grasped and dealt with by a 
high school student." 



Alice Doolittle Brooks Memorial Fund Endowment Report 

The Alice Doolittle Brooks Foundation was created in the 1980s after longtime board 
member Henry Brooks' wife died from cancer. Several friends donated money to endow a 
memorial fund in her name at The Jackson Laboratory. This fund is one of the Laboratory's 
largest endowments and helps support young, under-funded investigators, especially those who 
are researching topics pertaining to cancer. 

Because of my involvement in other grant writing projects, I was given the opportunity to 
write the entire 2004 endowment report. I was given brief research sketches from the 
Development Office; however, I interviewed Dr. Joel Graber and Dr. Tali Shalom-Barak for 
more information about their projects and for clarification. 
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preference given to young wifimded scientists 

auociated with the investigation of cancer,. and 
secondly other human heolth problems. II 

-Brooks Endowment Resolution, 1986 

During Fisc:al Year 2003-2004, The Alice DooliUle Brooks Memorial Fund has provided 

support for three investigators at The Jaekson Laboratory: Drs. Robert Burgess, Joel Graber 

and Tali Shalom-Barak. These investigators are studying Alzheimer's disease, post

transcriptional gene regulation and breast cancer. 

Descriptions of these investigators' research projects follow. 
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Robert Burgess, Ph.D., Assodate Statl Sde.tist-Alzileilller'. Disease 

Robert Burgess arrived at The Jackson Laboratory in August of2001 with the goal of 

studying the genetics of neurological development and degeneration. 

The winner of numerous a~ and fello~ Dr. Burgess focuses his research on 

agrin, a protein involved in transmitting developmental signals from nerves to muscles. 

Dr. Burgess is currently developing a mouse model to determine agrin's function in the 

brain. 

One aspect of Dr. Burgess' research focuses on the possible role of agrin in AImeimer's 

disease. Agrin is associated with the amyloid plaques and tau tangles that are the 

principle hallmarks of the disease, and this association may play a causative role in the 

pathological progression of the disease. If agtin is involved in the formation of plaque 

and tangles, Dr. Burgess may have identified a potential molecular target for new drug 

treatments. 

Dr. Burgess has 17 peer-reviewed papers based on his research and has three grants 

pending with the National Institutes of Health (NIH). He appreciates the vital start-up 

support provided by the Alice Doolittle Brooks Memorial Fund. 

Joel Graber, P'.D., AIIodate StatI Sdeatilt-POIt .. TraaaerlptiolUll Geae Replatio. 

Since November 2002, Dr. Graber bas led a bioinformatics team that uses computational 

techniques to investigate post-traosaiptional gene regulation and processing. 

DNA, found in the nueleus of cells. contains thousands of genes that code for proteins. 

Proteins, however, are assembled in the cytoplasm in ribosomes. The DNA is too large to 
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. escape through the pores of the nucleus, so a single gene from the long DNA strand is 

transcribed into mRNA. It is the mRNA that goes to the noosome and is used as 

instructions to build a protein. 

The first product of mRNA transcription, however, is much larger than the final protein 

because genes contain sections that have protein assembly instructions (exons) and 

sections that are nonsense (introns). The first production of transcription, then, is 

precursor mRNA. Pre-mRNA is modified so that all of the introns are cut out, and all of 

the exons are pasted together. Two untranslated n:gions (UTRs), however, are left at 

either end of the mRNA. The series of introns, the coding sequence, controls what protein 

is made; the UTRs control when and when: that protein is made. 

Characterization of the ·3'UTR n:gion is an ongoing process of statistical analysis and 

pattern identification, for which computational analysis is particularly well suited. 

Applying multiple computational and statistical techniques, Dr. Graber looks at 

systematic variation in 3'UTR sequences and determines whether or not the variation in 

these sequences is random, as mathematical models would predict, or non-random, 

governing the function of the protein. 

In the short-t~ Dr. Graber's research is helping to define the boundaries of genes. In 

the long-term, his research is helping others understand gene regulation, networks, 

interaction, and behavior. In fact, Dr. Graber collaborates with a number of researchers. 

one of which is Dr. Barham Knowles from The Jackson Laboratory. Dr. Knowles' 

research focuses on early development of mice from oocyte maturation through 

fertilization and the early development of the embryo. All of these stages are controlled 

by gene regulation, in many cases 3'UTR-based n:guIatory elements. 

Through collaboration with Dr. Graber and through his own findings, other researchers 

are beginning to understand these fundamental regulatory mechanisms. As researchers 
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begin to understand how normal gene regulation occurs, they can be also begin to 

understand bow it can be disrupted, causing disease and developmental disorders. 

Last year, Dr. Graber's wife, Lindsay Sbopland, received support for her research from 

the Alice Doolittle Brooks endowment. This winter, she won a position in the new 

Institute of Moleeular Biophysics (1MB), established at The Jackson Laboratory on May 

5. As 1MB co-director Barbara B. Knowles, PhD. explains, "The 1MB is an 

interdisciplinary leap into the future. It is the forum for the integration of newly 

developed instrumentation that will allow the application of optical physics and 

nanotechnology to genome structure. The ultimate goal is to understand precisely bow 

genes control both normal development and human diseases and disorders." Dr. Shopland 

is very excited about this new career venture, and we are grateful to the Brooks 

Endowment for providing support for her initial worlt at The Jackson Laboratory. 

Tali SIaaJ.o ..... Buak, D.VoM., Research Sdeatllt-Breast Caacer 

IOF-I is a critical growth factor that regulates the growth of various tissues, including 

skeletal, muscle and adipose tissue. For nearly three years, Dr. Shalom-Barak: bas been 

studying how IOF-I's effects vary between different stages of cartilage cell 

differentiation, as well as its effects on integrin receptor expression. Jntegrin receptors are 

found on the surface of cells and transmit chemical signals into the cell's interior. This 

process regulates most cellular processes such as attachment, proliferation, 

differentiation, and survival. 

During her research, Dr. Shalom-Barak discovered that during intense kinase activity by 

the IOF-I receptor there was striking effects in 293T human epithelial cells: cellular 

rounding and detaching accompanied by markedly reduced expression of integrins alpha 

1 and alpha V. These results have multiple implications regarding IGF-I's effects on 

cellular adhesion and the transmission of cancer cells throughout the body. 
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MorespecificaJ1y, IOF-I levels affect the seriousness of breast cancer cases. Higher levels 

of IOF-I promote more aggressive cases of breast cancer to develop. The reasons for this 

are clear: IOF-I increases the migration of cancer ceDs, protects ceDs from apoptosis and 

increases ceD proliferation. All of these factors contribute to an increase in the severity of 

the cancer. 

Further investigation of Dr. Shalom·Barak's findings is needed; however. knowing which 

proteins affect cancer severity provides hope for the development of new treatments to 

interfere with cancer progression. Because of the support of the Brooks Endowment, the 

identification of IOF-1 signaling has on integrin receptor expression has lead to results 

that have allowed researehers to understand more about breast cancer. 

Dr. Shalom·Barak is a non-clinical doctor of veterinary medicine who works as a 

research scientist in Dr. Wesley Beamer's laboratory. Her husband, Dr. Yaacov Barak. is 

an associate staff scientist at the Laboratory. 

Summary 

The Alice Doolittle Brooks Memorial Fund at The Jackson Laboratory has provided 

continuous support for research since its inception in 1986. By funding primarily young 

investigators, with preference given to those studying cancer and related disorders, the 

Alice Doolittle Brooks Memorial Fund gives the next generation of genetic researchers a 

better chance for success in answering essential, fnndamental questions in mammalian 

biology and genetics. 
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Cancer Research: Past and Present 

For the 75th anniversary celebration of The Jackson Laboratory, the Office of Public 
Information in conjunction with The Bangor Daily News, published a supplement focused on 
The Jackson Laboratory. The supplement included content created by both partners. 

For this supplement, I wrote a feature about Dr. Shaoguang U's leukemia research. 
Because of the nature of the supplement, I connected his current research of CML and B-ALL to 
the cancer research tradition at the laboratory that extends back to Dr. c.c. Little, the 
laboratory's founder. 

The supplement was published on Sept. 2, 2004, in major newspapers across the state of 
Maine, a combined readership of 840,000. 
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Summer Student Research Summaries 

Each year The Jackson Laboratory publishes a scientific report that summarizes the 
research projects conducted that year. I was asked to write a similar report summarizing the 
research being conducted by the 34 summer students. -Most of the information was collected by 
reading each student's proposal and by listeni ng to Sponsor Night presentations. 

The research summaries were collated into the following book targeted at a general , lay 
audience. The book was distributed to the audience at the Summer Student Symposium held on 
Aug. 16,2004. The audience consisted of students, parents and laboratory staff. The research 
summaries al so appear under each student's name on the 2004 Summer Student Web site 
(www.jax.org/education/ss04/index.html). 
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Introduction 

Why mice? What could studying this furry creature possibly tell researchers 
about human disease? As it turns out a lol. UtLle has changed, genetically speaking, 
in the more than 75 million years of mammalian evolution. And vvith the completion of 
both the human and mouse genome sequencing projects, it is now estimated that 
humans and mice share 90 percent of their genes. 

The fact that mice and humans are so genetically similar is of great importance to 
researchers. Understanding human biology, both in its normal and pathological states, 
requires a large amount of experimental 
data. However, there are these two things 
called morals and ethics that prevent 
researchers from studying human biological 
processes directly. Dr. Kenneth Paigen, 
former director of The Jackson 
Laboratory and Senior Staff Scientist, 
wTote in an article published in a 2003 
edition of Genetics about the problems 
associated with using human subjec ts for 
genetic research: "Deliberately inducing 
pathology or toxicity is unacceptable; 
patients are understandably reluctant to 
provide serial tissue samples; a critical 
portion of human life, the embryonic/ 
fetal period, is not very accessible; 
genetically defined lines cannot be created; The 2004 Summer Students and staff. 
the generation time is too long for e."(tended 
genetic studies; and individuals e.xhibit a stubborn tendency to choose their mvn mating 
partners, frustrating geneticists." 

Such problems associated with studying humans are overcome by using mouse models. 
Mice breed rapidly, can be inbred (which is not true of all mammals) to become genetically 
identical, have a short lifespan enabling lifespan studies and are small, and therefore 
inexpensive to maintain. Mouse research is also easily translated to humans because 
humans and mice are so genetically similar. When researchers find a gene that causes a 
disease in a mouse it will likely correlate to a gene that causes a similar disease in 
humans. The human gene will probably not be on the same chromosome, hmvever, 
seeing as human and mouse genes were arranged into chromosomes differenLly over 
evolutionary time. 

Because of all these traits, mice have been dubbed the ideal model for researching 
human diseases and disorders. from the discovery of the major histocompatibilily complex, 
one of the fundamentals of basic immunology, to understanding the origins of cancer, 
mice have played a viLal role in genetics and medical research for more than a century. 

1 



Pain Assessment of Analgesia in Mice 

Pain assessment is a critical part of animal research 
because pain has so many effects on the animal and 
therefore research. Pain initiates a stress respom;ein the 
animal that alters its metabolic and hormonal balance, 
often leading to catabolism, a destructive metabolic 
process. Pain also affects behavior, thereby affecting 
research results. 

It is for these reasons, as well as to better the lives of 
laboratory mice, that Ebony is establishing a protocol for 
pain assessment on mice. To do this she tested pain 
responses to a chemical stimulus using three different 
analgesics at lhree different dosages. Ebony used a chemical 
stimulus because it best simulates the biphasic pain of surgery. 
Phao;;ic pain occurs first is has a very shon duration; tonic 
pain occurs later and lasts much longer. 

By testing mice treated with a low, medium and high 
dosage of morphine, buprenorphine and carprofen against 
a conLrol set of mice lhat have not been treated "vith an 
analgeSiC, Ebony is aLLempting to discover practical pain 
medications and effective dosages for use in clinical and 
medical selLings. 

It is often difficult to assess pain in mice because they 
inherently hide any outward signs of distress to protect 
themselves from predators. Therefore correIa ling 
assessment tests with analgesic effects will establish 
a basis from which lab mice can be more appropriately 
treated for the pain that results from research and surgical 
procedures. 
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Genetic Studies of Deafness Mutations 

Hearing loss is the most common sensory disorder in the 
human population, occurring in one out of 1,000 live 
births. fOrLunately, researchers are beginning to 
understand the development of these disorders and are 
gaining insight into the normal hearing process through 
the use of mouse models. Nevv hearing-loss mutations 
are constantly being discovered because mice vvith hearing 
loss exhibit very recognizable characteristics: head tilt, head 
tossing, circling behavior and head bobbing. The effects 
of these mutations can easily be connected to human 
disorders because the human and mouse inner ear have 
many anatomical and functional similarities. 

Hannah had two different research projects related to 
hearing loss this summer. One project stemmed from 
research conducted by a 2003 Summer Student. Last year 
a new hearing-loss mutation, jitterbug, was mapped and 
characterized. Hannah's objective was to discover vvhere 
the protein associated vviLh this mutation is expressed in 
the mouse ear. Localizing this protein will help identify 
where and when the protein is expressed, as well as the 
pathways in which the protein is involved. 

Hannah's second project dealt with new mutations that 
lead to hearing loss in mice. Hannah's objectives for this 
project were to find the chromosomal location of several 
mutations and discover which genes were mutated, as 
well as to determine the inner-ear pathology associated 
wiLh these mutations. This investigaLion could lead to the 
identification of a novel gene involved in hearing loss. 
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Gene Expression Profiling of 
Spna2 in Mouse Inner Ears 

Hearing loss is the most common sensory disorder in the 
human population, occurring in one out of 1,000 live 
births. Some hearing disorders also affect other parts of 
the body, including the heart, kidneys and eyes. 
Therefore, discovering and understanding the genetic 
effects of hearing loss has other important ramifications. 

Julie's research focused on two specific genes that are 
linked 10 hearing loss, Alp5aJ and SpnaZ. Alp5aJ is 
involved in energy prodUction, while SpnaZ is involved in 
calcium ion binding. Julie's objective was to determine the 
expression levels of these two genes by comparing mice 
,"'Vith the trhl mutation, a mutation that affects the development of 
ear hair essenllal for hearing, and normal mice. 

Identification of genes related to hearing loss is essential 
for researchers to uncover the factors necessary for 
normal auditory function. Analyzing mouse models can 
help researchers understand the mechanisms of auditory 
diseases that could lead to beller diagnOSiS, prevention 
and treatment of human hearing disorders. 
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Genetic Mutations Linked to Mouse Ear 
Infections 

Otitis media is an auditory disease that affects approximately 
75 percent of children. Otilis media is caused by pathogens 
that enter the ear, colonize and then conquer the host's 
immune response. This leads to the acmmulation of fluid in 
the middle ear.1here are t\VO types of this "middle ear infec
tion," acute and chronic. Chronic otitis media can cause 
deafness, speech problems, meningitis and bactennia 

People with otitis media share several characteristics: 
sibling history of frequent ear infections, Down's syndrome, 
cleft palate and immune deficiency. Race may also have an 
influence; otitis media is much more common in American 
Indians and Australian aborigines than in other races. All 
of these shared characteristics point to genetic compo
nent to the disease. 

Whitney's research objectives were to study and fine map 
a new mutation, nm2343, on chromosome 10 that has been 
linked LO Otitis media and ear infections in mice. The actual 
histology of the ear of these mutants will aL<.;o be analyzed to 
better define a mouse model for human OUll.., media. 
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Detection of Helicobacter in Laboratory 
Mice 

Helicobacter is a type of bacteria that lives in the digestive 
tract of animals, including humans and mice. In infected 
humans, the bacteria can cause serious problems like 
ulcers and severe weight loss; however, infection in mice 
is not ahvays associated \vith disease. If disease does 
appear in mice it can include chronic proliferative 
hepatitis, increase risk of liver tumors, inflammatory large 
bowel disea<;e and gasnitis. 

Helicobacter is detected through fecal sampling; however, 
this is not a reliable method. Often only those mice that 
are suspected of infection are tested. Because not all mice 
or mouse strains show disease symptoms after infection, 
many infected animals are not Singled-out for testing. 
Also, the testing method is unreliable. Often an infected 
animal will test negative for the bacteria when it actually 
is infected because of intermittent shedding. This is a 
major problem for researchers because the presence of 
helicobacter could influence research results. 

Mihaela's project is to test four different strains of mice 
from four different mouse rooms at The Jackson 
Laboratory for helicobacter using fecal samples. Her 
ob.iective is not only to discover whether these mice are 
infected with the bacteria but also to determine better 
methods of testing for the bacteria in the future. 
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Mapping Obesity Genes 

Obesity Lc;; becoming an increasingly prevalent health problem in 
sodety. One reason it is gaining international aUenlion Lc;; because 
it is linked to so many other health problems like heart 
disease, stroke, diabetes, gall bladder disease and 
osteoarthritis. Obesity has been fOlmd to have a large genetic 
component, which Alicia is investigating this summer. 

There have been numerous studies investigating the 
genetic links to obesity in mice. One interesting finding in 
these studies was that the mouse strain AKR/J was 
always identified as obese whether it was set on a diet
induced obesity program or a non-diet-induced program. 
Therefore AKR/J mice are referred to as an "obesity prone" 
strain. Further studies on this strain revealed that the quantitative 
traltloci (QJL) for obesity were on Chromosomes 2 and 17. 

Alicia is mapping the obesity loci in tvvo lines of mice that 
"vere generated in an ENU-mutagenesis program. After the 
DNA of a group of B6 mice was mutagenized three obese 
animals were found: HLB51, HLB81 and HLB93. These 
three animals were bred to establish colonies. 11 "vas 
discovered that the mutation that made HLB81 obese was 
heritable; therefore its obesity was not caused by a genetic 
mutation. Thus, HLB81 was a straight B6 mouse, no t a mutant. 
The HLB81 could be used as a background for the Ql'L 
that make the AKR strain fat. 

Alicia's project is to map the other two lines: HLB51 and 
HLB93. After the mapping is complete, she will compare 
her results to the established background map of HLB81 
to see if there "vere any additional obesity loci present 
that were making HLB51 and HLB93 fat. This comparison 
would allmv Alicia to confirm these new lines as ne,,\ 
mutants. 
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Identifying and Mapping the Mutant Allele 
for Retinal Degeneration in nm3448 

Retinal degeneration is characterized by the deterioration 
of photo receptors in the retina that leads to a progressive 
loss of vision. This disorder has many forms lhat affect 
various parts of the retina and progress at different rates, 
leading to a Wide-range of visual impairments. No form of 
retinal degeneration is treatable, hmvever. 

For any type of treatment to be developed, more 
knmvledge of the mutation of the genes responsible for 
normal retinal development and formation is needed. So 
far 133 relinal degeneraUon genes have been identified, some 
\\1th multiple mutations. Jiyang is attempting to locate nm3448, a 
ne'vv mutaUon linked to retinal degeneration, this summer. 

nm3-l-l8 was found in a B6 strain at The Jackson 
Laboratory. lVlice that have this mutation ~xhibit neurological 
problems as well a'i reUnal degeneration. Jiyang is attempting 
to locate the gene this mutation occurs in and then is 
hoping to inves Liga te its molecular nature. So far the 
mutation has been narrowed to Chromosome 18. 

More advanced knowledge of the genetic causes of retinal 
degeneration would allow for early detection and prevenUon 
through gene therapy, as well as potential treatments. The 
techniques developed through experimenLalion also will 
be beneficial because they present a more efficient way to 
study genetic diseases and conditions. These techniques 
reach beyond ophthalmology into other areas of genetic 
research, such as type 1 diabetes and arteriosclerosis. 
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Localization of Mitochondria during 
Oocyte Maturation and Early Development 
in the Mouse 

Mitochondria are cellular organelles that are often 
referred to as "powerhouses" because they produce the 
energy used by Lhe cell. In cells Lhat require a lot of energy, 
such as sperm cells, mitochondria are very numerous. 
Previous sLudies have indicated thaL the movement of 
mitochondria is essential for egg maturation, fertilization 
and embryo development. 

Jacquelyn's project had Lwo main objecHves. The firsL vvas 
to use time-lapse imaging to examine the movement of 
miLochondria during egg maturation and early embryo 
development in mice. Jacquelyn focused on development 
from the egg cell to the formation of eight-cell embryos. 
Jacquelyn's second oQjective was to create a timeline of the key 
events during these stages. Unlike previous studies, Jacquelyn 
strived to create a continuous timeline, more like a movie 
than snapshots at different stages of development like 
has been done previously. 

Because mitochondria seem to be essential to normal 
embryo growth and development, Jacquelyn's study could 
have a tremendous effect on infertility studies and in-vitro 
fertilization methods. New in-vitro fertilization techniques 
are possible once the role of mitochondria is known. One 
day doctors may be able to transfer donor mitochondria 
to embryos, increasing the probability that the embryo 
will implant. 
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Mechanism for Tumor Induction 
by Retroviruses Lacking Oncogenes 

The origins of spontaneous mammary gland tumors in 
mice were discovered at The Jackson Laboratory in the 
1930s. The first breakthrough came in 1933 when the 
entire staff of the Laboratory published an article in 
Science that showed that mammary cancer was inherited 
through the mother. However, it was not until 1936 that 
mammary tumor development vvas connected to a mother's 
milk and later to a retrovirus, mouse mammary tumor virus 
(MMTV). Research on MMTV continues at Jackson today in 
Dr. Talyana Golovkina's laboratory. 

MMTV is a retrovirus, which means that its genome contains 
RNA inc;tead of DNA. The virus is able to replicate Uself using a 
protein called reverse transcriptac;e that creates double-stranded 
DNA from a single-stranded RNA template. The ne"vly formed 
viral DNA is integrated into the host's DNA, allOWing for 
replication of the viral genome. In many cases, the viral 
DNA that is inserted contains oncogenes, genes that lead 
to cancer; however, MMTV does not.f\lost scientists 
accept thal MMTV causes tumors by inserting itself near 
protooncogenes in the host genome and stimulating their 
expression. Protooncogenes are genes that will become 
oncogenes (cancerous) if mutated or if their rate of 
expression is altered. 

Silas' research hinges on the idea that mammary cell 
transformation from normal to cancerous involves a more com
plex interaction between the viral and cellular genomes. it is 
believed that spedfic viral proteins, like Gag, have to be produced 
along with activation of the oncogene in order for mammary 
tumors to occur frequently. 

Silas is investigating whether the Gag protein collaborates 
wilh a specific prolooncogene to promote the development of 
mammary tumors and fine mapping the gene responsible for 
susceptibility to Gag-independent mammary tumors. This 
research will provide insight into the prediction and 
trea tment of cancer in humans. 
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Understanding B10.D2 Mice's Resistance 
to Diabetogenic 15-CD8+ T Cells 

Type 1 diabetes L.;; an autoimmune m.;;ease, which mean.") the body 
reacts against its own tissues as if they were foreign invaders, 
causing inflammation to L")olate them and producing antibodies to 
destroy them. In this case insulin-specific (IS-Q)8+) T cells destroy 
the insulin-producing b cells in the pancreas, which regulate 
blood glucose levels. 

'lue non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse strain develops diabeLes 
spontaneously. In previous studies it was m.;;covered that when 
the T cells isolated from the NOD mice were injected into other 
strains, the other strains became diabetic. This "vas not the 
case [or the B10.D2 strain; they remained resistant. 
further Les Ls revealed LhaL the NOD T cells remained in 
the mouse and were active, proving that the T cells had 
not been destroyed by the BIO.D2's immune system. II 
was hypothesized that something had to be preventing 
the T cells from homing in on the pancreatic islets and 
destroying the B cells. 

Carol's research is focused on this hypothesis. She is trying Lo 
understand the genes found in a specific region on 
Chromosome 17 that are responsible for this resistance. This 
region actually contains eight identifiable genes thaI are 
expressed in the pancreas. Carol has hypothesized that the 
resistance is due to polymorphtsms within the coding regions 
of the DNA sequences between the different strains. 

Carol's research will increase what is known about type 1 
diabetes, which will go to help the 1 in 7,000 children v"ho 
are diagnosed v\ith the disease every year. Because the 
mOllse and human genomes are so similar, Carol's findings can be 
applied to human resistance through genetic engineering or 
pharmaceutical intervention. 
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Bone Formation in B6.C3H-9 Congenic 
Strain With Male Specific Reduction in 
Skeletal Density 

Bone is an important tissue that serves as a mineral 
reservoir, metabolic site, attachment point for muscles, as 
well as giving stnlctural and protective support from 
compressive, tensile and other stresses. Bone structure is 
developed and maintained through a basic remodeling 
process controlled by two types of cells: osteoblasts and 
osteoclasts. Osteoblast cells control the formation of new 
bone, while osteoclast cells reabsorb bone. 

Osteoporosis, a skeletal disorder characterized by reduced 
bone density and deterioration of bone tissue, is often said to 
occur when the bone resorption rate e'(ceeds the formation rate. 
This net loss of bone increases a person's risk for fractures. 
Because nearly 70 percent of variation in bone density is due to 
genetic factors a genetic model is used to study the disorder. 
The other 30 percent or variation is due to environmental and 
gender factors. 

B6.C3H-9, a congenic mouse subline, is the product of a cross 
benveen a mouse "'vtth a high bone mineral density (EMD), 
C3H, and a mouse with low BIVID, B6. A congenic strain is a 
product of a B6 C3H cross backcrossed to B6 mice over 10 
generations until all genes come from B6 except for the 
region of Chromosome 9 from C3H suspected to contribute 
to BIvID. A congenic strain CarT);ing a chromosome segment 
from another mouse strain, in this case C3H, can be used to 
cliscoyer which genetic components regulate the given phenotypic 
difference. \Yhen B6.C3H-9 are compared to B6 background mice, 
then in theory the only variation in lheir BMD should be caused 
by the region on Chromosome 9. When this comparison was 
made with both genders, the study shovved that the bone density 
of congenic males decreased significantly, while the congenic 
females did not differ significantly from the B6 females. 

Carolyn is investigating \vhether the significantly reduced 
bone mineral, volume and size parameters observed in the 
previous experiments 'vvere the result of lower osteoblast 
function and/or proliferation, hopefully leading to ~Llbsequent 
studies of the gene and its regulation. 

Understanding the genetics behind bone density aid 
understanding osteoporosis. Carolyn's study specifically will 
add to researchers' understanding of how bone formation 
could be stimulated in an offensive attack against skeletal 
deterioration. Her study may also reveal how underlying gene 
function is responsible for bone density differences between 
males and females. 
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The Role of Heparan Sulfate Proteoglycan 
Agrin on B-Amyloid Plaque Formation on 
Neuritic Blood Vessels 

Agrin is a protein involved in transmitting developmental 
signals from nerves to muscles. However, agrin has been 
identified as playing a role in }\lzheimer's disease as well. 
Agrin is associated with the amyloid plaques and tau tangles 
that are the principle hallmarks of the disease. This associaUon 
may playa causative role in the pathological progress of 
Alzheimer's disease. There are actually two types of agrin, 
based on preliminary results one type of agrin is suspected 
Lo enhance plaque formation, while the olher is suspected 
to aid in clearing these plaques from the brain through 
the circulatory system. 

Alzheimer's disease is the most common cause of senile 
dementia in older Americans. The disease is the result of a 
mutation lhaL causes progressive damage to the regions of 
the brain that are responsible for cognition and memory. At 
the moment there is no accurate model for Alzheimer's dL'iease 
because there are several pathways that lead to the degenerative 
conditions that characterize the disease. 

If agrin is involved in the formation of plaque and tangles, 
agrin may be used as a potential molecular target for nev" 
drug treatments. If a molecule at the beginning of a disease
causing pathway can be disabled, then the entire pathway can 
be shu t down and there will be no disease. 
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Positional Cloning of a Novel 
Neuromuscular Mutation 

The Simon John Deviant is an autosomal recessive 
mutation, meaning that two copies of a mutated gene are 
necessary in order to have the trait. Affec ted mice are 
much smaller than unaffected mice and have ataxia, 
shake and have a mussed coat because they are unable to 
groom as a result of poor motor skills. Mutant mice, however, 
do not have a greatly shortened lifespan, which is in stark 
contrast to other neuromuscular mutants. Another 
striking difference is that sjd mice are often difficult to 
identify at a young age and have to be aged significantly 
in order to be positively identified. 

The sjd mutation arose from a mutagenesis experiment 
focused on inducing mutations affecting male fertilily. 
The mice vvith the new mutation were tested for fertility, 
and the fertile mice were given to Simon John to age for 
late-onset glaucoma. The neuromuscular problems were 
observed while the mice were aging in Simon John's 
laboratory, and the new mutation was named after him. 

Ashley is attempting to locate the sjd gene, which has 
been narrmved down to Chromosome 1 S. She is doing 
this by positional cloning, which involves maintaining a 
mapping cross and genolyping animals in search of 
recombinants vvithin the gene interval Once recombinants are 
idenlilled, the known genes within that interval are 
sequenced for comparison with the published normal 
sequence. This process will allow Ashley to find the 
posiLion of the gene thaI causes the mutation, find the 
amino acid sequence of the affected protein and surmise 
what lhe normal function of the affected protein may be. 

Ashley's research \vill increase understanding of human 
neuromuscular diseases. Through this understanding, it 
may be possible to develop drugs to mitigate and solve 
these problems. 
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Role of Steroidogenic Factor 1 (5f1) in 
Gonadal Sex Determination in Mice 

During the early stages of development mammalian 
gonads have the potential to differentiate into either 
testes or ovaries. Xl' individuals usually develop into 
males with two lesles, and XX individuals usually develop 
into females vvith two ovaries. There are cases, however, 
vvhen the gonads develop as ovaries despite the presence 
of a Y chromosome or develop as testes despite the 
absence of a Y chromosome. This is known as complete 
sex reversaL Sex reversal in humans appears as frequently 
as one in 20,000 li've births. 

The primal)' gene involved in sex reversal, the sex-delermining 
region of Chromosome Y (Sm, was fIrst cloned in 1990. Srywas 
determined to be essential for normallestes development because 
without a functioning Sry gonad.., develop into ovaries regardless 
of whether the individual is XY or not. 

Although Sry is the primary sex-determining gene, sex 
reversal can also occur vvith a seemingly normal copy. 
Therefore lhere must be other genes that contribute to 
sex determination. One of these genes is hypothesized to 
be steroidogenic factor 1 (Sf]). SO was identified in 1992 
and is involved in adrenal and gonadal development. Sf} 
is of interesl to researchers because besides being present 
in the genital ridge (gonad precursor) during early development, 
SO also inLeracts with several other genes important in 
gonad dllTerentiation. Jane's research focuses on uncovering the 
role of SfJ in gonad development and the pathways regulated by 
S{l that lead to proper sexual difTerenliation. 

Identifying and understanding the pathways of sexual 
differentiation may improve the way sex reversal cases are 
treaLed and allow for accurate identification of sex in 
ambiguous individuals. 
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The Normoblastosis Mutation in Mice: 
Investigation of Neurological Deficits in the 
nb/nb Cerebellum 

AnkYTins are proteins that help attach other proteins to 
the plasma membrane of ceils, helping create a cell's 
structure. These proteins are produced by three different 
genes: Ankl, Ank2 and Ank3. It has been observed that 
mutations in Ankl, like the normobastosis (nb) mutation, 
lead to severe anemia because the red blood cells are very 
fragile. An ANKI deficiency is actually one of the most 
prominent causes of inherited anemia in humans. Mice 
\\ith the nb mutation also have neurological problems 
because there are significantly less cerebellar Purklnje 
cells (PKC) than in normal mice. 

Purkinje cells are a special type of nerve cell that carries 
every piece of information out of the cerebellum. These 
cells have a great deal of control over the refinement of 
fine motor skills. 

Jesse's research focused on the decrease in cerebellar 
PKCs as a result of the nb mutation. His objectives were 
to investigate why the PKCs are dying and in what areas 
of the cerebellum the death is most pronounced. Jesse 
also investigated the number of ANK 1 isoforms, proteins 
that have similar sequences of amino acids but not identical, 
that are ex 'Pressed in brain PKCs. Jesse also tried to determine 
whether one part of the PKC dies before another. 

Ankyrins are key proteins thai are found in many forms 
throughout the body. This study will aid in future studies 
of Ankl isoforms that may reside in other cells. 
Determining the effects of ANK 1 isoforms in PKCs \\ill 
clue researchers into what other isoforms are doing in 
other parts of both the mouse and human body. 
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The Role of Growth Hormone in Aging 

Growth hormone is a protein that is needed for normal 
growth for many reasons: 1l increases mitosis and cell 
division, helps start protein synthesis by increasing mem
brane transport into cells and making RNA, and increases 
cellular uptake of organic nutrients, especially amino acids. 

Growth hormone is also hypothesized to playa role in 
aging. Previous studies have linked lower levels of growth 
hormone to longevity. Bomopregha has focused her 
research on this connection. To do this she is looking at 
the process of cellular senescence. Cellular senescence is 
based on the idea that cells can only divide a finite num
ber of times before they cannot divide any more. It has 
been hypothesized that shortened telomeres of chromosomes 
playa primary role in this process. 

Bomopregha is using the histology of the kidney to determine 
if a growth-hormone deficiency slows the aging process. She 
is also designing and testing a system that regulates growth 
hormone. This research has the potential to help people live 
longer, healthier life. 
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Bioinformatics Search for Hematopoietic 
Stem Cell Regulatory Mechanisms 

Stem cells are unspecialized cells that are generally 
defined by two major properties: They are capable of 
extended self-renewal through mitosis, and under certain 
condiLions they differentiate into specialized cells that go 
on to form tissues and organs. Hematopoietic stem cells 
(HSCs) are stem cells found in bone marrow that differen
tiate to produce the entire system of blood cells. These are 
the most widely studied and understood of all the different 
type of stem cells. 

Stem cell plasticity, their ability to differentiate into a 
variety of specialized cells, is what holds the greatest 
interest for researchers. Stem cell plasticity is a potentially 
invaluable tool in the treatment of human disease through 
regenerative therapies. 

Another area of interest in stem cell research is the balance 
between proliferation and differentiation that is maintained 
by stem cells and the regulatory pathways that govern this 
state. for example, the mechanism that governs cell proWeration 
can prmide clues about the causes of cancer and various 
types of birth defea ts. 

Michael's research is focusing on lmderstanding the regulatory 
factors that control stem cell function through bioinformatics, as 
vveIl as comparing the various tools thaL are currenlly 
used for this type of analysis. To do this, Michael first is 
clustering genes from a stem cell database inlO a hierar
chical tree according to the gene expression patterns. This 
tree vvill allow Ivlichael to place genes known to be 
over-expressed in the HSCs of mice into subgroups based 
on similar gene expression patterns in different stages of 
development. Michael will then look for motifs in nucleotide 
sequences in the promoter regions of genes ""ithin each of the 
subgroups using motif-searching methods. These motifs will then 
be used to find potential trano;.;cription factors for HSCs that can 
be tested for their biological activity. 

Grouping HSC genes according to their expression pattern 
may lead to the discovery of genes that are governed by a 
single pathway, vvhich may also lead La the discovery of 
the proteins that control gene expression in HSCs. These 
discoveries would go a long way toward understanding 
the central mechanisms that govern stem cell function, 
bringing researchers one step closer to being able to use 
stem cells to understand and treat diseases. 
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A Network Approach to Cancer Genetics: 
Visual Portrayal of Cancer Pathways with 
Genetic Database References 

The Mouse Genome Informatics (MGD Database contains 
all the information collected about the genetics of the 
mouse. It was created at The Jackson Laboratory and is 
available to the public online. The database is an important 
tool that L" accessed by thousands of researchers worldwide 
every day; however, a major problem with the database 
approach is that databases do not provide an environment 
that visually expresses gene relationships and networks. 

Providing an informaLion source ""here the relationships 
are given in an interactive environment is crucial to 
understanding how specific molecular pathways work. 
Creating a direct representation of gene relationships pro\·tdes a 
greater understanding of the underlying biological processes. 

Rebecca's project "vas to research specific pathways and lake 
relevant genetic information found in the MGI database to put 
into a visual pathway context. This pathway context 
enabled her to overlay information on gene expression 
and other allributes of the pathway. The power of lhe 
flexibility of the pathways is the ability to express detailed 
and complex networks in a comprehensive representation. 
These visual pathways allow researchers to have an 
immediate and interactive environment for their research 
and for the application of genetic information. 
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Using Bioinformatics and PERL 
Programming to Catalyze and Simplify QTL 
Research for Specific Diseases 

The PositionaL Candidate Analysis Display (PLAD) is a 
database of quanlilaLive trait loci (QTL) available online 
that is used by researchers to identify disease-related 
genes. o.JL are chromosome areas Lhat contain genes 
involved in the expression of a trait, in this case various 
diseases. PLAD was created in 2003 by a Summer Student, 
and this year Ayodele will be modifying and enhancing 
the program. 

Ayodele's main objecLive for his project is Lo redesign 
PLAD to make it more user-friendly. These modifications 
include reorganizing Lhe system, modifying the query 
options and using a color-coding scheme to present the 
dala more clearly. Changes made to the query options 
\vill allow researchers to ask for only those genes that 
have specific characteristics or attribules. The color-coding 
vvill make it easier for researchers Lo differentiale betvveen 
genetic sequences thaL are in coding areas of a gene 
(exons) and lhose in non-coding areas (inlrons). 

Ayodele will also be updating the database by adding new 
disease QTL. Ayodele plans lo focus on those QfL related 
to spinal orthopedic conditions like scoliosis and 
osteoporosis. 

All of these modifications will decrease the time needed 
to narrow dmvn thousands of genes to specific genes of 
interest thaL can be tested. Hopefully Lhis will lead to more 
time for researchers to spend on actual gene investigations 
and, eventually, more discoveries. 
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Assessing Gene Ontology Annotation 
Consistency Between the Mouse and Rat 
Genomes 

Bioinformatics i~ an emerging field of biological research that 
provides a way to catalog, 1Th1llipulate and make predictions about 
large collections of data. One of the greatest bioinformalics 
achievements in the past decade has been the development of 
genomic databa"es. Genomic databases allow researchers 1.0 
make genetic comparisons across spedes. However, different 
institutions defined and deSCribed gene products of different 
organisms, leading to differences in vocabulary. In order for 
genomic databases to be as useful as they are intended to 
be, a unified vocabulary must exist. For her project, Megan 
concentrated on identifying the discrepancies between the 
vocabulary used in the mouse and ral. genomic databases. 

Gene Ontology (GO) is a method of unifying the vocabulary 
pertaining Lo genes and gene produclS among organisms. 
The GO allows gene and gene products to be categorized so 
that their function and position in the cell can be easily 
accessed and compared to the genes and gene produc Ls of 
other organisms. These tenus are grouped by three generalized 
categories: molecular function, biological process and cellular 
component 

Creating a unified and consistent vocabulary will give 
users of the databases a more common and globalized 
understanding. It will also provide commonality between 
dHTerenL species, propagating an understanding of 
orthology and increasing correlations between organisms' 
genes and functions. 
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Identification of Homologous 3'-Untranslated 
Region Sequences and Characterization of 
Conserved Regulatory Elements 

The "Central Dogma" of molecular biology is simple: 
Genetic information travels from DNA to RNA to proteins 
and essentially to bodily function. The processes behind 
this basic genetic principle are not quite so simple. DNA, 
found in the nucleus of cells, contains hundred of genes 
that code for proteins. Proteins, however, are assembled 
in the cytoplasm in ribosomes. The DNA is too large to 
escape through the pores of the nucleus, so a single gene 
from the long DNA strand is transcribed into mRNA It is the 
rnRl\JA that goes to the ribosome and is used as instructions to 
build a protein in a process kno\t\TI as translation. 

The first product of RNA transcription, however, is much 
larger than the protein because genes contain sections 
that have protein assembly instructions (exom;) and sections 
that are nonsense (introns). The first production of transcription, 
then, is precursor mRl~A. Pre-mRNA is modified so that all 
of the introns are cut out, and all of the exons are pasted 
together. Two non-coding sequences, hmvever, are left at 
either end of the mRNA: a 5'lITR and a 3'lITR. The series 
of introns, the coding sequence, controls what protein is 
made; the lITRs (un translated regions) control when and 
where that protein is made. 

At each step in the central dogma there is a possibility for 
gene regulation. What Jill looked at was regulation after 
transcription, speCifically regulation by the 3'UTR. 

Jill's project was to compare the sequence of bases found 
in the 3'lJTR of mRNA from the same species and across 
species using the computer. Her goal was to identify 
patlerns that remained constant, as well as the positions 
of those palterns. Because Jill focused specifically on 
regulation during the transition from oocyte to embryo, 
her research may eventually impact biomedical treatments 
concerning developmental biology. 

Jill also is developing a computer program that will allow 
3'UTRs to be identified and compared more quickly' in the 
future. The program ""ill allow a researcher to enter a 
gene name and receive a set of homologous 3'UTRs from 
the genomes of several different organisms. 
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Linkage Disequilibrium in the Mouse 
Genome 

Linkage disequilibrium is the non-random distribution of 
alleles at Lwo different locations on a chromosome. The 
inherilance of alleles, variations of genes, is random. 
Linkage disequilibrium (LD) describes a situation in which 
some combinations of alleles occur more frequently lhan 
chance would predict, making their inheritance non-random. 

Inheriting alleles is considered random because of recombination 
Recombination occurs when the same gene, one from the maternal 
chromosome and one from the paternal chromosome, are switched 
during gamete formation The les...;; distance benveen genes on a 
chromosome, the less likely !hey are to be separated by recombination 
Genes that lie dose together and are usually inherited together <'lre 
said to be linked 

ill occurs in blocks of bases on a chromosome. In humam;, these 
blocks are approximalely 2(}50Mb in length; hmvever, in mice 
these block.;; are 3-6l\Jb in length Angela's project "vas to inve..,tigate 
the reasons for these large ill blocks 'within inbred mouse strains: 
Were they caused by suppressed recombination or by natural 
selection during the inbreeding process? 

Angela hypothesized that if selection during the formation of 
inbred strains drove ill, then recombinanL inbred lines vvould 
have recombination rates much les...., than that of F2 mice within 
high ill blocks. However, if suppressed recombination drove ill, 
then the recombination rates of these blocks in recombinant 
inbreds and the f2 would be similar. 

The formation of ID blocks by natural selection could occur 
because random inherilance can produce disadvanLageous 
combinations of alleles. Animals "vith the di.;;advantageous 
combinations v.ill die, leaving the advantageous recombinants 
to reproduce among thelu.;;elves. Over time, natural selection " .. ill 
favor those combinations of alleles that produce the most viable 
and ferUle offspring. The unfavorable recombinants will be 
removed from the populations, reducing the recombination rate 
and the genetic dislance between genes. 

Understanding ill allows for understanding of chromosomal 
organiLation because it appears thal chromosomes are organized 
to ensure genes that are functionally related are located dose 
logether, causing them lo be inherited logelher. 

This study also has significance because if regions of high ill can 
be identified, the assodations betwef'n the genes ""ithin those 
blocks can be analyzed This information could be used in future 
invesUgations inlO the genetic basis of many diseases. 
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Exploring Common Features of Gene 
Clusters and Desert Nuclear Organization 
and Their Links to Gene Expression 

DNA encodes genes, which make up the genome of an 
organism. These genes are non-randomly arranged on 
chromosomes; some regions of the chromosomes are gene 
rich while others are gene poor. Previous sLudies have 
indicated that the separation of gene-rich areas (clusters) 
and gene-poor areas (deserts) affects the way that DNA 
folds into chromosomes on a smaller scale. 

Long sLrings of DNA are compacLed inLo chromosomes by 
a complex folding sysLem. DNA is firsL ""Tapped around 
protein clusters called histones to form long strands of 
chromatin. Chroma Lin is Lhen folded and condensed even 
more to create chromosomes in a process that is still not 
fully undersLood. 

It has been suggested that chromosomes are not randomly 
posiLioned in the nucleus. The DNA from each chromosome 
forms a distincL LerriLory that is separaLe from oLher 
chromosome territories. If chromosomes were randomly 
10caLed Lhey would be interLwined and spread out. These 
chromosome territories are non-randomly arranged in the 
nucleus wiLh chromosomes Lhat have fewer genes 10caLed 
to the periphery. There is also non-random organization 
wiLhin each chromosome territory. Chromosomal regions 
wiLh high gene densiLy have been shown Lo be arranged 
differently than those with low gene density. 

Throughout the summer Laura examined differenL clusLer
desert regions to determine if previously observed folding 
paL terns were repeated in all gene clusLer-deserL regions 
and Lo see how the Lranscriptional sLaLe of the gene clusLers 
affecLs their organization in the nucleus. Laura also 
invesLigaLed wheLher nuclear organizaLion is dependenL on 
the cell type and/or gene expression. 

Because DNA is the starting poinL for pro Lein production, 
understanding genes and how they are transcribed into 
mRNA is essenLial to undersLand how the body functions. 
Gene folding and chromosome sLrucLure are an imporLanL 
part of this. The study ""ill also increase what is known 
abouL chromosome sLructure and how it is influenced by 
gene expression. 
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Testing Genes Underlying Both 
Experimental and In Silico High Density 
Lipoprotein Quantitative Trait Locus 

High-density lipoproteins (HDLs) are often referred to as 
"good cholesteroL" This is because high levels of HDL can 
significantly reduce a person's chance of developing 
atherosclerosis, the leading cause of death in industrialiLed 
nations. It is not definite how HDL decreases the risk of 
heart disease, but several methods are hypothesiLed: HDL 
stimulates reverse cholesterol transport and decreases 
choles terol deposiLs in peripheral tissues like arteries, 
reduces the retention of lipoproteins, or inhibits chronic 
inflammation by decreasing the production of adhesion 
molecules and macrophage chemotactic proteins, among 
others. 

Because nearly 70 percent of HDL-Ievel variation is genetically 
determined and because high HDL levels confer such 
benefits, it has become increasingly important Lo locate 
the genes that regulate HDL concentrations. These genes 
might eventually act as new targets for atherosclerosis 
therapies. 

Recent studies have concluded that variations in HDL 
concentration are associated with the apoA-I gene locus 
because mutations and deletions in this gene decrease the 
amount of protein product and also HDL levels. 

This summer Allison is investigating the location of the 
gene responsible for HDI. production in mice. Her first 
step "vas to compare QrL regions recogniLed by lhe 
computer database to those found experimentally. ern. 
regions are areas of chromosomes that consist of muiliple 
minute DNA changes that, in this case, appear to affect 
HDL levels in different strains of mice. This comparison 
allowed her to focus only on those genes that were in QrL 
recognized by both methods. Then she was able to search 
for differences in protein sequences and mRNA expres
sion, which reflect sequence differences, or mutations, in 
regulatory regions of DNA. Based on these differences, 
Allison will be able to identify which gene is associated 
with HDL production. 
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Glaucomatous Vision Loss: How and Why 

Glaucoma is a group of eye diseases in which the output 
neurons of the retina self-destrucl because of high 
pressure in the eye. When lhese neurons die lhere is no 
"vay for the eyes to communicate with the brain so the 
person goes blind. However, researchers have nol found 
the definitive reason why these neurons become apoptotic 
(self-destruct). joe's project focuses on neuron apoptosis. 
Joe is investigating whether the molecule BIM, an 
important signaling pathway activator, is involved in 
causing neurons to self-destrucl. BIM is already known Lo 
play an important role in another well-documented 
apoplotic pathway. joe is also investigating the role of the 
Atria gene, which is involved in blood pressure regulation. 
By knocking out this gene in mice, joe is testing whether 
or not blood pressure is an important factor in glaucoma 
neuron death. 

11' Lhese genes are found to be important in glaucoma, 
then the specific molecules involved in the neuron death 
pathway can be targeted for trealment of glaucoma. 
Specifying the pathvvay will also lead to a greater 
underslanding of the apoptosis pathway of neurons in 
glaucoma. If these genes are not found to be important, 
then the findings will weaken the argument behind the 
prominent theory explaining how elevated pressure 
triggers neuron self-destruction. 
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Screening for Possible Hematological 
Mutations 

The Mouse Mutant Resource (lVllvIR) at The Jackson 
Laboratory has approximalely 270 eSlablished mutant 
stocks of mice with spontaneous genetic mutations. Sixty 
lo sevenly of lhose new mutations are at various slages of 
characterization. However, the general characterization 
process does not normally include hematological (blood) 
analysis, so new hematological mutations are often overlooked 

Gina is screening new mutants from the MMR for new 
hemalological mulations by doing a complele blood profile. 
This research will provide a model to demonstrate the 
importance of hemalological screening of mUlanl mice 
and may potentially identify characteristics not previously 
associated with known mutations. The project will also 
increase understanding of single-gene mutations. 
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Characterization of Cytokine Deficiency Induced 
Colitis Susceptibility Locus 1 (Cdcsl) Mediated 
NF-kB ResJX)nses in Antigen Presenting Cells 
(APC) from IL-l0 Defident Mice 
Autoimmune responses occur when the body reacts 
against its mvn tissues as if they "vere foreign invaders: 
causing inflammation to isolate them and producing 
antibodies Lo desLroy Lhem. NaLhan's research focused 
on the effects of autoimmune responses in Inflammatory 
Bowel Disease and type I diabetes, looking spedfically at 
T-cell activation and signaling protein<.;, like antigen presenting 
celL<.; (APe), from IL-I0 defident mice. 

APCs are part of lhe body's innate immunity, the first line 
of immune defense that is genetically determined. After 
coming into contact with invading cells, APes place invader 
proteins on their surfaces. These proteins serve as an alarm 
activaLing oLher immune cells, like T celis, and sensitizing 
them to the form of the invader. When this Signaling 
becomes dysfunctional, it is thought to cause the adapLive 
immune system to over-compensate, causing an immune 
response against normal tissues that is triggered by the 
approximately 101-J naturally occurring bacteria found 
mostly in the large intestine, and leading to colitis. Colitis 
is charac terized by chroniC inflammation of the digestive 
tract. 

The cdcsl region on Chromosome 3 includes the gene 
Lhat codes for Nf-kB, a Lranscription facLor used in the 
APC Signaling pathway. Of the 10 genetic locations that 
have been correlaLed Lo coli Lis suscepLibility, cdcs 1 has 
the strongest correlation and is the region of study. 

In his lED research 0Jalhan is characterizing the nuclear 
Lranslocation of Nf-kB in inlmune bodies by stimulating 
then with different antigens and determining the effects 
thal an inlerleukin-lO deficiency and cdesl have on the 
activation of the expression factors for Nf-kB. 

Nathan also researched autoimmlme responses in connection 
vvith type 1 diabetes using flow cytometry, T-cell labeling 
and splenocyte transfers. 
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Identifying Genetic Polymorph isms that 
Contribute to Kidney Disease 

Kidney disease currently affects 10 percent of the 
American populaLion, and the number is expected to rise 
in the coming years. Despite the disease's prevalence, 
there have only been a few mutations found in humans 
thal have been linked lo kidney disease. 

Previous studies have shmvn that the A/I and DBA2 mice 
commonly have high urinary albumin levels, a characteristic 
of kidney disease, while B6 strains have low levels of 
urinary albumin, which correlates to resistance to kidney 
disease. Since strains are bred to be genetically identical, 
crossing mice vvith different or opposite genetic traits can 
reveal lhe gene polymorphisms that code for either resisLance 
or susceptibility to kidney disease. Caitlin used progeny from 
bOLh an A/J x B6 cross and a DBA2 x B6 cross Lo locale 
the chromosome regions that contain genes that contribute 
Lo kidney disease. 

Using a quantitative trait loci (QTL) analysis Caitlin "\till be 
able to link kidney disease to speCific gene regions and 
Lhen will be able 10 LesL candidate genes by comparing 
DNA coding sequences and expression levels in three 
st.rains of mice. 

Understanding the genetics of kidney disease could ulti
mately lead to earlier detection and new treatment.s. 
These developments would decrease suffering, reduce the 
costs associated with treating end stage renal disease and 
hopefully reduce the instance of olher conditions thal are 
often coupled with kidney disease, such as cardiovascular 
disease. 
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The Genetic Analysis of Fatty Liver Disease 

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), \vhich affects 
10-21 percent of Americans, occurs when fat comprises at 
least 10 percent of the liver. A NAFLD patient's liver looks 
like it has had alcohol-induced damage, but the person 
did not abuse alcohol. NAFLD most often occurs in people 
who are obese, diabetic and have elevated choleslerol and 
triglyceride levels. 

The exaCl biological mechanisms of the NAFW are nOl 
known, and lhere is a greaL deal of varia Lion in the severily 
and outcome of NAFLD. This variation, however, cannot be 
explained in connection Lo a particular risk factor. Thus, it 
has been hypothesized that NA.FLD has a genetic component, 
although studies have yet Lo identify a specific NAFLD gene. 

The main o~jeclive of Abby's research is Lo determine if there 
is a sLrong genetic component regulating susceptibility to 
NAFW and, if so, Lo map the gene's localion. In order Lo 
complete this objective, Abby compared two strains of 
mice, one suscepLible to NAFLD and one resistant Lo it 
and completed a O_TL analysis. 

Abby's research hopefully will lead to a better understanding 
of Lhe pathology of NAFLD and possibly deLermine new 
risk factors for the disease. The discovery of a NAFLD 
gene in mice might also lead to the discovery of a similar 
gene in humans. Thus, Abby's research has the potential 
10 spawn new therapies for the disease. 
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Role of Cyclin D1 in BCR-ABL Signaling 

Philadelphia chromosome-positive (Ph+) leukemias occur from 
a single mutation in a single gene. A piece of chromosome 22 
in the blood-forming cells in the bone marrow breaks off 
and is switched vvith a piece of chromosome 9. The break 
occurs in the middle of a gene, BCR, and Lhis liLLIe "gene-IeL" 
then fuses to another gene, ABL. The newly formed hybrid 
gene is called BCR -ABL. 

Because BCR-ABL is a combination of two genes, it produces a 
combinalion protein. This abnormal protein eventually 
stimulates uncontrolled production of blood celis, leading to 
leukemia. The two common types of Philadelphia 
chromosome-positive leukemias LhaL have been induced in 
mice in Dr. Shaoguang U's laboratory are chronic myeloid 
leukemia (eMU and B-cell acule lymphoblastic leukemia (B-ALU. 
CML usually appears in middle age, while B-ALL usually 
affects children. 

Sarah's research builds on the research Dr. U's laboralOf)/ 
conducted on the signaling pathways involved in Ph
leukemias. The palhway LhaL Dr. U and his research learn 
have focused their attention on involves a group of 
enzymes lhal help activaLe proLeins. Their research has 
shown that these enzymes are important for the formation 
of cancer cells in B-ALL. 

Sarah is focusing on the role of cyclins, vvhich help conLrol 
lhe cell cycle and may be involved in the BCR-ABL signaling 
paLhway. The cell cycle is comprised of all of the steps 
involved in cell division. Cyclin 01 (CCND 1) is required for 
a cell Lo progress from Gl, in which the cells grows and 
prepares its chromosomes for replication, to S phase, in 
which DNA aCLually replicates. 

Discovering how each protein in the BCR-ABL Signaling 
pathway is invohed in leukemia developmenl will help in 
lhe creaLion of effecLive therapies lhal can be used La 

slow or cure PhL leukemias. If CCDN1 is found to affect or 
regulate the formation of proLeins later in the pathway, 
CCDNI might become a potential target for future thera
pies. Eliminating CCDNI in the BCR-ABL pathvvay may 
help slow Lhe formation of cancer cells. 
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Gene Identification for the Spontaneous 
Fitful Mutation 

The flt{ul mutation is an autosomal dominant mutation 
thal arose spontaneously from a (57BL/6J mouse colony 
at The Jackson Laboratory. Because it is dominant, a 
mouse only needs one copy of the mUlated gene to be 
affected by the characteristic uncoordinated movements 
and seizures. These symptoms begin to appear at two 
weeks of age. If the mouse inherited two copies of the 
mutated gene, it vvill die at approximately three weeks of 
age. Because of the characteristics of affected mice, this 
mutation has been linked to epilepsy in humans. 

The mutation has been narrowed dovvn to a region on 
Chromosome 2 that contains 18 genes. Amanda's project 
for the summer was to test two genes in this region to 
determine whether they were the ones containing the 
mutation. One of these genes produces a protein that is 
found in all inner ear hair cells. The second gene is a novel 
gene, meaning the i'lmction of it is not known. The protein it 
produces, however, has been found to be expressed in all 
tissues but primarily in the testis. 

The majority of genes that have been identifIed in conjunction 
vvith epilep~y have dealt with mutations to ion channels. 
However, there are no apparent ion channel-related genes 
in the region where lhe mutation was isolated. That would 
make identification of the fitful gene a step toward 
understanding a different molecular cause of epilepsy. 

Amanda's experiment will either rule out these two candidate 
genes or will positively identify the mutation's location. 
Identifying the gene causing the fitful mutation might 
identify a novel gene involved in epilepsy and ataxia. With 
knowledge of this gene more precise diagnoses may be 
possible. This knowledge could also lead to the development 
of more sHe-specific drugs and a bell.er understanding of 
the molecular mechanisms that underlie these disorders. 
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Temporal and Spatial Expression of 
ALMS Protein in almsl Gene Trap Mice 

Alstrom syndrome is a rare disease, affecting 250 people 
worldvvide, that is caused by inheriting two mUlated genes 
(autosomal recessive). The syndrome is characterized by 
early childhood pigmenlary retinal degeneration, which 
leads lO blindness, as well as progressive hearing loss and 
obesity. The disease can also lead lo type 2 diabeles, 
hearl dysfunc lions and kidney failure. 

Alstrom syndrome is caused by a mutation in the A.LMS 1 
gene, a gene that "vas only identified in 2001. The flU1clion 
of the protein produced by this gene is still unknmvl1; 
hm\ever the protein is known to be expressed in all of 
lhe organs affected by the syndrome: lestis, liver, kidneys, 
adipose tissue, eye, pancreas, kidney and brain. 

Erika's research focused on discovering where ALMS protein 
localizes and is expressed in mouse models, as well as 
determining the timing of protein expression of AU/IS 
protein in various mouse model tissues using embryos. 

Even though only a handful of people are affecled by 
Alstrom syndrome, many of lhe problems associaled with 
the disease are common characteristics in the general 
population. Erika's research may lead to a beuer undersland 
of the pathways that lead to obesity, diabetes, neurosensory 
defecls and other common diseases. 
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An Investigation of Three Science-Writing 
Fields 

Science writing at The Jackson Laboratory includes three 
major specializations: public information, science journalism 
and grant writing. Science writing serves as a bridge 
between the scientific community at the Laboratory and 
the general public. In public information, messages are 
disseminated to the public via the media. Amber used 
press releases focusing on the Summer Students to generate 
news stories about each student's selection to the program 
and to generate mvareness about the program and the 
Laboratory. So far, Amber has had five news releases 
picked up by students' hometown nevvspapers. Amber 
also helped cultivate relationships wilh journalists during 
Press Week. 

In science journalism, the reporter must take complex 
scientific concepts or theories and make them approachable 
for the average newspaper reader. Amber \Vfote one feature 
focusing on Dr. Shaoguang U's leukemia research and its 
connection Lo the cancer research tradition at The Jackson 
Laboratory. 

In grant writing, the science writer must be able to break 
down complex scientific research into understandable 
terms, as well as communicate the reasons why the program 
or research is important. This is a more overtly persuasive 
type of vYTiting. Throughou t the summer, Amber had the 
opportunity to edit and write variOUS concept papers and 
grant proposals Lo benefit educational programs at the 
Laboratory, as \vell as to write an endowment report 
summarizing three researchers' current projects. 

Amber also had the opportunity to learn about donor 
relations during her time at The Jackson Laboratory. She 
spoke at a luncheon for potential donors, as well as writing 
materials to send to donors that support the Summer 
Student Program. 
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Press Week 

Press Week is an ann lal eve t that is s!"lnnsored by The J ck'<nn Lahnr~t() yanrl lohm 

Hopki ns Universi ty Medical enter. he event is held at he Jackson Laboratory during the 
<:;econd week of the annual hort Course in Medical and Mammalian Genetics. The short course 
is always held during the last full two weeks in July. 

In 2004. 12 national science writers took part in the week' s activities. which included 
press briefings with researchers presenting at the short course as weB as a carriage ride in Acadia 
National Park and a traditional Downeast Lobster Bake. These science writers worked for major 
news organizations such as Newsday, the Boston Globe and W BH-NOVA, as well as for major 
research institutions such as The March of Dimes and The Howard HU!lhes Medical Institute. 

Press Week was even more hectic because the BBe tlew in to tape footage for a 
documentary of the history of mouse genetics. By taping during Press Week. the crew was able 
to interview researchers who had gathered for the short course and Scientific Symposium, as 
well as to get footage of the various strains of mice at the mutant mice clinic held on that 
Thursday for all short course and Press Week participants. 

Photos of the various Press Week activities. Dress briefim!s at the Scientific Svmoosium - - - ~ 

and the BBe fi lming can be found on my digital portfolio in the Public Information section. 



sunday, July 25 
5:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m. 

Monday, July 2. 
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

9:45 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

12:15 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 

Tuesday, July 27 
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

9:45 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. 

10:45 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

-:::__ 12:15 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. 

Wednesday, July 2. 
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

9:45 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

12:15 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 
6:15 p.m. - 8:15 p.m. 

Thursday, July 29 
8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 

9:45 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 

12:15 p.m. 

4:00 p.m. 

THE JACKSON LABORATORY AND THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNlVERSITY 

Bar Harbor Inn Welcome Reception and Briefing: Victor McKusick, M.D., 
Richard WoYchlk, Ph.D., David Valle, M.D., Patsy Nlshins, Ph.D., JOrgen 
Naggert, Ph.D., Joyce Peterson, and Joann Rodgers, M.S. 

Gary Churchill, Ph.D., The Jackson laboratory: -Developing House Resources 
for Common and Complex DIseBseS'" 
Nichol .. Kataanls, Ph.D., lohns Hopkins University: "Olary Dysfunction in 
Human PleIotropic Diseaselfr 

Go~lo Abeca.I., Ph.D., University of Michigan: -Mathematics In Hedldne: 
Unraveling the Genetic Basis of Common Disease· 
Lunch 

Porcupine Room Open, Bar Harbor Inn 

Dougla. WaUace, Ph.D., University of california, Irvine: "Mitochondrial 
Paradigm for Aging and Degenerative DlseBse: A New Perspective on 
Alzheimer's DIsease'" 
.JoachIm J. Harz, M.D., University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center: 
"Cholesterol Transporters-How They Shape Your Brain and Protect ,your Hearr
Group Photo 
lohn A. Phllll.,., M.D., Vanderbilt University: TBA 
Lunch 

Porcupine Room Open, Bar Harbor Inn 
wbster BIIke, OJllendar House Cottage (Fee $15 per adult; under 18 free) 

Peter Goodfellow, Ph.D., GlaxoSmlthKllne Pharmaceuticals Discovery 
Research: "'The Genome and Drug D/sc:overy' 
lohn Epplg, Ph.D., The Jackson laboratory: -How Do You make a Good Egg? 
Barbara Knowles, Ph.D., The Jackson laboratory and Davor SOtter, M.D., 
Ph.D., Max-Planck Institute of Immunoblology: ""The Oocyte to Embryo 
Tnlnsltlon, Ep/genetlcs at the Beginning of New ute'" 
Lunch 

Porcupine Room Open, Bar Harbor Inn 
Day Mountain Sunset carriage RIde (Fee $J5 per adult; under 18 free) 

Edward Rubin, M.D., Ph.D., lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory: 
-Compa18tlve Genomlcs at the Extreme'" 
Peter AfIre, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University: "'Aquaporln Water Channels'" 
Ethylln Wang Jaba, M.D., lohns Hopkins University: "Global Approaches to the 
GenetIc StudIes at St.ructural Birth Defects'" 
Judith Hall, M.D., University of British Columbia: -Fetal Detennlnants of Adult 
Health and 7WInnlng-Surprises 8nd Insights Into Mechanisms of DIseases'" 
Lunch 

Porcupine Room Open, Bar Harbor Inn 



Sunday, July 25 What Who Notes 
4:30-5 p.m. Set up for reception at Oceanfront Lodge. Bar Amber. Jade. Joyce • Give-aways 

Harbor Inn • Name badges 
• Name plates for head table 
• VISitor cards 
• Notebooks 
• 10-15 copies of 2nd week Short Course 

schedule 
5-8 p.m. Briefing & reception: VICtor McKusick. M.D., Amber. Jade. Joyce Ensure that everyone has dinner plans. 

Richard Woychlk, Ph.D .• David Valle. M.D .• 
Patsy Nishina, Ph.D .• JUrgen Naggert. Ph.D .• 
Joyce eetersor1J_ aI1d JQann~~ M.S .. ~ 

.. .... July26 What Who Notes 
7:30a.m. Pick up :wu.,aitlY GIoIy baked goods Joyr.:e 
8:3()..9:3O a.m. Gary Chun::hln, Ph.D •• The Jackson Jade in PW sessions. 

Laboratory: IlDeveIoping Mouse Resources for Amber/Joyce at table 
Common and Complex Diseases-

9:45 • 10:45 a.m. NiGhoIas Katunll, Ph.D •• Johns Hopkins 
Universi1y. IICRary Dysfunction in Human 
...... . L. • Dis8asft 

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Gon9aIo AbecaliI, Ph.D., University of 
Michigan: IlMathematics in Medicine: 
Unraveling the Genetic Basis of Common 
Disease-

12:15 p.m. Lunch Jade sells lobster Bake/Caniage Ride tix 
4:00-9:00, p.m._,~ Porcupine Room open Joyce (PIU Jade off; Amber can come & QQ. as she lik~ 



T July 71 What Who Notes 
7:30a.m. Pick UP Morning Glory baked aoods Joyce 

8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. Douglas Wallace, Ph.D.) University of Jade in PW sessions, 
California. Irvine: "Mitochondrial P8ISdigm for Amber/Joyce at table 
Aging and Degenerative Disease: A New 
:';'i ..u,_ 011 Alzheimer's Disease-

9:45 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. Joachim J. Herz, M.D •• University of Texas 
Southwestern Medical Center: "Cholesterol 
Transpotters-How They Shape Your Brain and 
Protect vour Head" 

10:45-11:00 a.m. GrouP photo i 

11:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m. John A. Phillips, M.D., Vanderbilt 
I Unlverelty: 1BA 

12:15 Lunch Jade sells Lobster Bake/Carriage Ride tix ! 

4:00-5:30 p.m. ~\n\IU"';'~ Room apen Amber(PJU .. I 
6:()0.8:00 p.m._ Lobster Bake. Callendar House Cottage Jade, Amber, Joyee -J 



Wed. .... ,JuIy28 What Who Notes 
7:30a.m. Pick up Morning Glory baked goods Joyce 
8:30-9:30 a.m. Peter Goodfellow, Ph.D., GlaxoSmlthKline JoyceIAmber take 

PharmaceutiCals Discovery Research: -The turns in PW sessions 
Genome and Drug r' .~ .. & table 

9:45-10:45 a.m. John Epplg, Ph.D., The Jackson laboratory: 
-How Do You Make 8 Good Eaa?-

10:00-11:00 a.m. BBC: Meet with Senior Staff Scientist David Jade 
Harrison/see Harrison lab 

11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. Barbn Knowles, Ph.D •• The Jackson Joyce/Amber take 
laboratory and Davor Soller, M.D., Ph.D •• turns in PW sessions 
Max-Pianck Institute of Immunobio!ogy: -The & table 
Oocyte to Embryo Transition, Epigenetics at 
the fJeg;nning of New Ufe-

11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. BBC: General lab tour Jade 

12:15 p.m. Lunch Joyce sells carriage ride tix 
1 :00-2:00 p.m. BBC: Meet with Director of Research and Jade (Joyce support) 

Senior Staff Scientist Barbara Knowles 
2:00-4:00 p.m. BBC: Meet with Nessa Reifsnyder in Room Nessa Nessa, please escort them out to lobby after 

2730 to talk about stills/archive meeting 
4:00-5:30 p.m. Porcupine Room ODell Amber-WJU , 

4:00p.m. Pick UP food & drinks for ~Iiay., ride Joyce 

5:30p.m. OIi's Trolley picks up at Bar Harbor Inn Amber Jade, Joyce 

6:15-8:15 p.m. Day Mountain Sunset Carriage Ride Amber, Jade, Joyce 
8:15p.m. OIi's Iron.y returns to Bar Harbor Inn 

-~ .. -.- .... -.-.... -.~ I 



Thursday, July 29 What Who Notes 
7:30a.m. Pick up Morning Glory baked goods Jovce 
8:30-9:30 a.m. Edward Rubin, M.D., Ph.D., Lawrence Joyce/Amber take 

Berkeley National laboratory: *Comparative tums in PW sessions 
Genomics at the ExtremeM & table 

9:30 ·12:00 BBC: Film interview with David Harrison/ Jade (Nessa support) 
footaQe of mice in Harrison lab 

9:45-10:45 a.m. Peter Agre, Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University: Joyce/Amber take 
• AClu8lXirin Water Channels· tums in PW sessions 

11 :00-12:00 EthyIin Wang Jabs, M.D., Johns Hopkins & table 
University: MGIob8I Approaches to the Genetic 
Studies of structural Birth Defects· 
Judith Hall. M.D •• University of British 
Columbia: -Fetal Determinants of Adult Health 
snd Twinning-Surptises and Insights into 
Mechanisms of DiseasesM 

12;15 p.m. Lunch 
1:00·2:30 BBC: Film interview with Dr. Jeffrey Friedman Jade (Joyce support) 

outside (if possible) 
2:30·4:00 BBC: B-roll of Mouse Genetics Clinic with 

Senior Staff Scientist Muriel Davisson 
4:00·6:00 BBC: Film footage of mice/interview with Jade/Amber 

Muriel Davisson in Training Lab 
4:00-9:00 Porcupine Room open Joyce (PIU papers) Amber can come & go; Jade may bring BBC 

crew by 



Friday, July 30 What Who Notes - m, Bar Harbor Club Joyce, Amber 
6:15am Shuttle service for ""'-'''IY staff 
7:00-8:00am Shuttle service invited staff Admin. and scientific staff to use shuttle service. 
7:00-8:00am Registration Lobby Entrance: 3 Tables - 6 ,cyi;,ual'S 
7:00-8:OOam Continental breakfast served I nhhulnlass corridor: Coffee, tea, juice, muffins 
7:30am Judy Alexander checks on arrival of speakers July Alexander to guide speakers to their seats. 
7:50am Guests take their seats Susan Moxley to ring bett. 
7:55am Barbara Knowles IntlO Ballroom - Podium 
8:00am Rick Woychik: -Welcome" 
8:10am VICtor McKusick: ~ Short Course" 
8:35am - 9:05am Neal Copeland: "Retrovirallnselfional 

Mutagenesis Provides A Road map for 

Navigating and Annotating the Cancer 
Genome" 

9:00-10:00 SSG: Film interview with Skippy Lane in GRS Jade 
1025 

9:10am - 9:40am Harold Varmus - Tdle to come. 

9:40am Break (shuttle available) lobbY/ala corridor Coffee, tea, fruit 
9-Mam p,.. BrIefIng Sman conference room 
10:00am -10:3Oam Peter Doherty liT Cells, Viruses, and the Ballroom - Podium 

Major H'''''" Wi CompleX-
10:35am -11:05am Gail Martin 'The Road From TfHfocarcinomas 

To :;:;,;!"yvllic Stem CeIIs ... and Beyond" 
10:00-11 :00 SSG: Film interview with Moyha Lennon-Pierce Jade 

in GRS 1025 
11:00 -12:30 SSG: Film instruments from 1947 fire in Video Jade 

Conference Room 



11 :10am -11 :40am IIV Weissman MDifferentiation and 
SeIf-Ref1fW181 of Hemm .. Stem CaNs" 

11:40am lunch BaIIroomIglass corrldor terrace 
11:4Oam PI'III=-- Small conferInce room 
12:25pm Lunch ends (shuttle available) Susan Moxley to ring bell, 
12~35prn Guest take their seats 
12:35pm -1:05pm Jeff Friedman MLeptin and the RegulaNon of Ballroom - Podium 

BodyWeighr 
1 :05pm -1:40pm Eddie Rubin "Compatative Genomics at the 

Extremes" 
1:40pm - 2:00pm Break (shutUe available) Lobbylglass corridor; coffee, tea, cold drinks, 

fruit 
1:.tOpm - 2:80pm PreIIS ... · .. · Small conference room 
2:00pm - 2:30pm Peter Agre MAquaporin Water Channels: From 

Atomic Structure to Clinical Medicine" 
2:35pm - 3:05pm Lee Hood MSystems Biology WiD Transfotm 

TheFutute" 
3:05pm - 3:15pm David vane . ~WJn Remarks 

Barbara Knowles Wrapup 
3:00pm Kid's r1uy1C11I1 Staffed by Jann B. ~~., 
3:15pm T JL tour guides in place Staffed by JI Kline 
3: 15-3:45pm Shuttte to Jackson LaborCRUll 

3:15pm Reset ballroom for donor dinner Lisa John to check on room arra. ~'lVnts 
3:15pm Children's Program Program hosted by Jann 8i~., 
3:15pm Hosts for .~ in place Hosts? ,I 
3:30pm Reception for "JII~um speakers Amber Jade 
3:30pm Training and Education Committee "~IY Staffed by Barbara Knowles, Barbara Tennent 
3:30pm Building Committee 
4:15pm Callendarllf ... house tour guides in place 
4'15pm • . for' i J room set up Harborside conference room; Cheryl CaHnan to 



check on room set up. 
4:30pm Shuttle van to Calfendar house 
5:{)Opm Executive I SAC Meeting 
5:00pm "Society for Discovety" reception Harborside conference room; Cheryl Callnan & 

? to host reception. 
5:30pm Registration Lobby Entrance Registrars: Penny F., Rita H., 

Kate J., Jean R. 
5:45pm Shuttle service for invited staff 
6:00pm Donor • II Glass corridor, terrace Staffed by Usa John 
6:45pm Presentation to Governor Baldacci 
7:30pm Donor dinner Ballroom Staffed by Lisa John 
8:00pm Staff moves registration materials to T JL 
8:15pm Donor dinner program Ballroom 

Keynote speaker: ... Mitchel (confirmed) 
9:15pm Shuttle service for invited staff back to T JL 



Saturday, July 31 What Who Notes 
7:00am Registration set up Registrars: Nessa R., 

Cheryl C., Dawn F., 
Kate J. 

7:30am Shuttle service 
7:40am Registration Registrars: Nessa R., 

Cheryl C., Dawn F., 
Kate J. 

8:00am BSOIBGT meeting Staffed by Barbara 
Knowfes, Barbara 
Tennent 

9:00am BGT/Corp. Meeting Staffed by Janet 
Michaud and Jana 
Robinson 

9:30am Kid's Program Staffed by Jann 
Bridgers 

1 0:00am Scientific Colloquium Staffed by Janet 
Michaud and Jana 
Robinson 

1 0:30am Tour ofTJL Staffed by Jill Kline 
12:OOpm BGT/Corp. Luncheon Staffed by Usa 

GiuHianelli, Janet 
Michaud, Jana 
Robinson 
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2004 Scientific Symposium 

celebrating 
"c'Th e 
.; Jackson 
. Laboratory 

75years of discoveries 



and the visionary work of Leroy 
Stevena that would lay much of the 
foundation for modern embryonic 
stem cdl research. Eliubeth Russell's 
defining work on hematopoiesis and 
anemias, the research by Doug Coleman 
that eventually led to the discovery 
ofleptin, and the blosaoming field 
of complex trait genetics would help 
define The Jac:kson Laboratory as a 
world-dua research institution. The 
growing array of genetically def'med 
mice, the development of a repository 
for eryopreserved ;trains, and the 
Mouse Genome Informatics effort 
further identify the Laboratory as the 
world leader in mouse genetic reaourcea. 

Symposium Schedule 
7, ........ a.m. 

7:15-1100 a.m. 

1:00-1:10 a.m. HlcIt...,.. 
I:UJ..a:to 1I.rn. V1etor McICasicIt 
8:35-9:05 a.m. .eaI CopeIGnd 

9:1.9:40 a.m. HantIcI VCUIIMII 

9:40-10:00 ca.rn. 

Ifl:flG-IO:30 ILrn. r.terDaIItrtJ 
10:3&-11:05 ILm. Gail Marti .. 

I1:U' .. I1:40ILm. IrvWeiumaa 

ll:40ILrn. .. 12I30p.rn. 

12:50-1:00 p.rn. J." Friedman 
1:05-1:3& p.m. 

113&-1:55 p.m. 

1:15-2:25 p.rn. 

2:50-3:00 p.rn. 

3:00-3:15 p.m. 

3:00-3:. p.m. 

3: ... 5:80 p.m. 

Harold. e. Varma, M.D •• reed_ hill M.D. in 1966 
from Columbia Univenity in New York and bepo hia 
career as a swron in the U.S. Public Health Senice. 
In 1968. he Joined Ira PastaJialaboratory at the National 
INtituta ofHeakh as a Clinical.Aaociate and in 1970. 
became a postdoctoral CeIlow in the laboratory of 
J. Michael Bishop at the University of California. 
San FranciKo. Their putnenhip and IUbtequent 
-rm on onc:opna would lead them in 1989 to 
share the Nobel Prize in Phyai.ology01:' MedicIne for the 
"d.boovery of the ceDu.Iar origin of retroriral oncogenes." 
In 1993. Dr. Vannus. a _bet- of the National 

Gai. MartinJ Ph.D •• is c:urrentlya Professor in 
the Department of AnatomYlllld DiviaioD of Genetica. 
IIIId Director of the Propam in Developmental Biology 
at the University of CaUfomla, San Frandsc:o. She 
~d a Ph.D. in molec:uJar hioloey from the 
Univenity of California. Berb.Iey in 1971, and in 
1973 joined the laboratory of Dr. Martin J. Eyuw 
in the Department of Anatomy and Embt)'OlOfY at 
Univenity College London. &,land. 8$ a pcNtdoc:toral 
fenow. After returning to the United States in 1975. 
Dr. Martin apent a JeB in the laboratory of Dr. Charla 
J. Epstein in the Department ofPediatria at the 
University of California. San Fnmc:iIco where Ihe 

Peter C. Doherty, Ph.D'J At, fAA, FRS. earned 
a Mllller'l depee in Veterinary Medicine from the 
University ofQ.ueemland in 1966, and a Ph.D. in 
patholOfY from the Univenity of Edinburgh in 1970. . 
While conducting resean:h from 1972-75 at theJohn 
Curtin School ofMedfcal Reaean:h in Canberra, he 
began coUaborating with Dr. RolfZinbmagel. atudR 
the role ofT lymphocytes in viral meningitia in mice. 
Thill work uWmately revolutionized the .field of 
immunology by explainin( the mechaniam ofT -cen 
recognition of .df and "non-aelf" in cell-mediated 

Shuttles from The Jackson Laborotmy to Bar Horbor Cub 

Registration at Bar Harbor Club 

Opening Remarks 

The Short Course: A 45-Year Odyssey 
Retrovirallnsertional Mutagenesis Provides a Road Map for 
Ho.viguting and AnnotGting the Cancer Genome 

To Be AnnOUll(ed 

Breah 

T Cells, Viruses and the Mojor Histocompatibility Complex 

The Road from Teratocarcinomas to Embryonic Stem Cells •. ,and Be! 

Differentiation and Self-renewal of Hematopoietic Stem Cells 

Lundt 
leptin and the Regulation of Body Weight 

Comparative Genomies at the Extremes 

Break 
Aquaporin Welter Cbannels: From Atomic Structure to Oinical Medic: 

Systems BioloO Will Transform the Future 

Oosing Remorlcs 
Shuttles from Bar Harbor Oub to The Jachson laboratory 

Symposium Reception at The Jackson Laboratory 

&:ademy of Sciences. became the tint Nobel Laureate 
to be appointed Direct01:' of the Nationallnatitutes of 
Health. a position that he failed until 1999 when he 
accepted hia praent position as President and Chief 
Execuame Officer of the .Memorial Sloan-Kettering 
Cancer Center. His research c:urrently focuiIU on WIling 
biocher:a.kal. genetic:. and molecular approaches to 
undentand the normal and oncogenic properties of 
pes implicated in c:ancer. 

Dt: lfmm"IIas _. lIIfII!6erofllw ~ of 
TlteJedoort ~Jita tOOl. 

bec:ame an Auistant Profeaor in l'Uidence after 
joining the Department of Anatomy in 1976. 
Dr . .Martin _ the Rnt to iaolate monse embt)'Onic 
stem (ES) cella from normal embryos and pioneered 
the ltudy of the diff'enmtiation of embryonal c:a.rcinoma 
(EC) cella in cu)tuI'e. She bas made .Ipifleant 
contributiorus to the Reid of growth factor l'Uearch, 
particularly with rupect to the role of Rbroblaat growth 
factor (FGF) in otpnogenetis IIIId limb development. 
Dr. Martin is • member of the Academy of Arts and 
Science and the National &:ademy of Sciences. 

Dr. M4IIiIt IIas.....J GJ. -lIuof. Bo.nJ ofScimtiJic 0-
at TlKJachon I.a6orato!J sill« 200J. 

immunity. In 1996. this work would lead Zinkernagel 
and Doherty to Stockholm to ahare a Nobel Prize in 
Phyaology or Medicine "for theb' discoveries concerning 
the lpeciBcity of the ceO mediated immune defense." 
Dr. Doherty _ • member of the WIstar Imtitute 
from 1975-1982. and then headed the Department 
of PathoiOfY at the Curtin School in Canberra and 
returned to the U.S. to become chairman of the 
Department of Immunology at St. Jude Children'. 
Research HOlIpitai in Memphis. in 1988. He Is currently 
IIIIOciated with the University of Melbourne in AuHralia. 



Press Week Article 

While waiting for the governor to arrive at the Mount Desert Biological Laboratory press 
conference, I was introduced to the owner of The Mount Desert Islander, a local weekly 
newspaper. While we were talking, he suggested that I write a short account of Press Week. 
Unfortunately, the article was never published. 



Article for The Mount Desert Islander 

Jackson Laboratory Bosts Distinguished Scientists and News Organizations 
Amber Bauer, Jackson Laboratory Summer Student 

Seventy-five years of genetics research drew scientists and journalists alike to the Bar Harbor 
Club the morning of Friday, July 30 for The Jackson Laboratory's Scientific Symposi~ 
"celebrating 75 years of discoveries ... a vision for the future." 

The Symposium capped off the 45· Annual Short Course in Medical and Experimental 
Mammalian Genetics and the 40th Annual Press Week.. At the Symposium, world-renowned 
scientists discussed major scientific breakthroughs of the recent past that in some way bad their 
roots at The Jackson Laboratory. Among those who presented were Nobel Laureates Drs. Harold 
E. Varmus, Peter C. Doherty and Peter Agre. 

Dr. Victor McKusick of Johns Hopkins University conceived of the Short Course while eating 
dinner at Testa's restaurant in 1959. In the 45 years following that dinner, the course has become 
an educational hallmark. in medical and experimental genetics, drawing more than 100 students 
each year. The roster of Short Course faculty is a virtual "who's who" of modem biomedical 
research. 

Press Week, which began in 1969, coincides with the second week of the Short Course. Press 
Week gives science writers from across the country the opportunity to be briefed on the newest 
developments in genetics research and make contacts with both researchers and coU~. 

"Some years we're lucky, and one of the prominent scientists who's here to lecture at the Short 
Course will have a major science story to announce during Press Week," said Joyce Peterson, 
Jackson Laboratory public information manager. "But mainly, reporters are here to get 
background on the stories they'll be covering all year, and incidentally they build valuable 
relationships with Jackson Laboratory researchers." 

Over the years, science and medical reporters from virtually every major U.S. news organi2'ation 
have attended Press Week. The 2004 group included representatives from Newsday, the Boston 
Globe, the Journal of the American Medical Association, WGBH-NOV A and the Dallas 
Morning News. 

This year's 75th anniversary celebration and Press Week also attracted international media 
attention. Simultaneous to the Symposium. a BBC television crew was wrapping up filming for a 
documentary about the history of the laboratory mouse. The crew interviewed both Jackson 
Laboratory researchers and Short Course speakers and is projected to air in England on a BBC 
station sometime in October. 



IJuncheon Presentation 

I was asked by the Development Office to be the lunchtime speaker for a group of 
potential donors who flew up from Portland, Maine, to visit the laboratory. I spoke for about 10 
minutes before lunch was served about my experiences as a summer student. I highlighted how I 
found out about the program, described my pro.iects in the Office of Public Information and told 
a few stories about life at Highseas. Overall, I received a very good reaction and feedback to my 
presentation. 



----_._---

.......,. 

~e~ 
Apnda 

Continental Breakfast 

Welcome and Overview 
Jim Orttrrlwll, Via PruidIuu,/or ~ ~ 

Dr. Ride WO)'Chik. Dhw:tor 

The Jackson Laboratory and Its Role in Maine's Economy 
Ul. Erldr.rolt, Dinctor oj o.wlopmmt 

Jill GoIdIhwoit, Dinctor ojGoNrnlflml Relotimts 

Training and E'ducation Prosrams at The Jackson Laboratory 
Dr. JOII Gft,.,.. MtIItIIp1'. EductJIiotrtII Pro,rtl1II6 

Joe IJtriv; SIlImM1' StlIdent 

Cancer Research 
Dr. SIrtuIgfttlllg Ii. ~SlqJfSdellli.rt 

Lunch 
Amber 8tJJui:r. S_ StrItImt 

Tour Cryopreservation 
Dr. CarlUU! l..aRM1. ~ Rneardr Scientist 

Heart Disease Research 
Dr. Gory ClmrchJII, Senior'Stqff Scienti.rt 

Wrapup 
Ahm M«Ewan, Co1'f1Ol'OtiOII Mmber, :n. Jodaon LaboralOlJ 

hMt BnIgo. MaiM RA!gi0li OJ/Iev 



Sponsor Night 

Every Tuesday and Thursday nights from the second week of my internship onward were 
"Sponsor Nights." What this meant was that the two or three students scheduled for that night 
would make a 10- to IS-minute presentati<?n about their project. The student's sponsor and other 
lab members were invited to attend to help field questions and to stay for dinner, allowing the 
other students to interact with a large portion of the senior research staff. 

Because I was an "early start" student, I was one of the first people to present at Sponsor 
Night. The following are the slides I used to describe science writing and the various projects I 
was just beginning. 



// 
J!\i.nctional Analysis of Labular· 

Development and Communication 
Using the Computer Mouse 

aka Science Writing 

Presented by Amber Bauer 

Sponsored by Joyce Peterson 

Tools of the Trade 

• News Releases 

What is science writing? 

• Public Information 

• Science Journalism 

• Grant Writing 
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Tools of the Trade Press Week Activities 

• News Releases • Symposium 

• fact Sheets • Bse visit 

• Hard News Articles • TONS OF FUN!!! 

• Features 

• Grants 
• Presentations 

2 



Summer Student Scientific Symposium 

The final task as a summer student is to present your research results at the annual 
Summer Student Scientific Symposium. Laboratory researchers and staff, as well as friends and 
family members were invited to attend. Because I was the only student who was not working in 
the lab, I was slated to go last, approximately eight hours after the first presentation. As a result, I 
developed my presentation in a less formal manner. I knew most people would be tired of 
listening to presentations and would just want to go home for dinner. Thus, I combined 
information about science writing and my accomplishments with humor and a few inside jokes. 
The result was a more attentive audience who left the Symposium with smiles on their faces. 



I 

The 
Jackson 
Laboratorv 

J 

SUMMER STUDENT PROGRAM 
RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM 

August 16, 2004 

The Jaeksoo Laboratory 
600 MaiD Street 

Bar Harbor, ME 04609-1500 

Please treat these talks as cODfideDtiaI 
as they may. provide material for future publications. 



AMBER BAVER 

Meator: 
J.,aP ...... 

.......... c ... I..akwl ....... ee--... V ....... r(&.k.a. T ........... Sdeaee 
lato PIlla EaaJlsh) 

Science writiDg eacompesses puhJic iDblnatioa. scieace jow:naHsm aDd graIIt writiD& bricIaiD& the 
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Scientific Symposium Speech 

ReaderiDa the Genetie Le:s:ieoa iDto the Co •• ual Vernaealar 
(aka Translating Science into Plain English) 

In my journalism classes we are always told that most people in the United States read at an 

eighth-grade level. That's right, eighth grade. I don't know about you, but I wasn't reading about 

Ufunctional genomics" or "post-transcriptional gene regulation" in the eighth grade. Thus, the 

average American citizen is not exactly prePared to read and understand the majority of the 

materials written by researchers at The Jackson Laboratory, which is really sad. As you've heard 

today, there is a lot of really exciting research going on here that has definite applications to disease 

treatments. It also creates quite a conundrum, seeing as the Laboratory is a non-profit organization. 

All of the research here is funded by the general public either directly, through private donations, or 

indirectly, through federal funding. So in order for there to be research, there must be an informed 

public. That's where science writing comes in - science writers bridge this canyon betw~n 

researchers and the public. 

The science writer has one foot in the world of the scientist, where they speak one language: 

jargon, and one foot in the world of the general public, where they speak "just plain English." In 

essence, the science writer is an interpreter between these groups, translating jargon into something 

understandable (and meaningful) to the pUblic. There are actually three different types of science 

writers: grant writers, Public Information Officers and science joumali~ each translating scientific 

material to a different degree and for a different purpose. I bad the opportunity to explore all three 

during my summer internship, facing the triumphs and challenges associated with each. 

There are numerous challenges faced by science writers. The first is that your words are 

chameleons, changing constantly over the course of the day to fit the audience you are faced with. 

Being able to make the change almost instantaneously from interviewing a scientist to writing so 

that even my mother can understand is essential. 
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Along those lines, because you are communicating research from the entire Laboratory, you 

have to know a little about everything. When I was writing the Research Summaries for the Non

Scientist I went from obesity to diabetes to leukemia to deafuess; from flow cytometry to QTL 

analysis to PERL scripts. This is not a job for someone who does not like to learn or who is afraid to 

ask questions. As Joanna Downer from Johns Hopkins-Medicine said during Press Week: "I get to 

be a glorified grad student for the rest of my life." And if s true. I've learned more science in the 

past 11 weeks that most of my academic career combined. Although, I hope I never have to give 

myself another three-hour immunology crash course ever again! But it would have been difficult to 

write about Mouse Mammary Tumor Virus without it. 

Despite the challenges there are also rewards. For me, the most rewarding experience was 

being able to participate in Press Week. In one week I met a Nobel Laureate, watched the BBC film 

a documentary, was introduced to the Governor of Maine and went to a party with Glenn Close. 

(Show photos). 

I learned so much this summer. Not only about genetics but also about what it takes to be 

part of the Public Information Office at a nugor laboratory. Public Information is not just writing, 

although that's the fun part. It's also about maintaining open lines of communication and strong 

relationships with everyone at the Laboratory. It's about juggling an insane amount information and 

various personalities to try to keep everyone happy: the scientists, the staff, your colleagues, the 

press, the public - all people with different interests and different ways at looking at information. I 

also learned that even the most mundane tasks, like taking photos for a Web site, can turn out to be 

adventures. And I learned more about Princeton than I ever needed, or wanted, to know. 

Finally 1 learned a lot about this program. Throughout the summer I was able to watch the 

students because I really bad a duel role: I was a science-writing intern, but also the "scribe" of the 
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Summer Student Program. Many of my projects were iust to document the Summer Student 

experience. This ranged from writing news releases about each student to designing the 2004 

Summer Student Web site. I was able to see how people interacted with each other and see bow 

people's interest was truly sparked by their Pl'Qject. I was able to see people come home after good 

or bad, long or short days at the lab. I was able to observe (but thankfully not experience) the defeat 

of a PCR gone awry - or not going at alI for that matter. And by writing releases for each student at 

the beginning and end of the summer I was able to see how people did or didn't change. Some 

people really have changed this summer - they will exit through the doors ofHigbseas tomorrow 

nine or 11 weeks after they first stepped through them as a different person: more mature, more sure 

of a career path, more hopeful for the future. 

A few of us had life-cbanging experiences this summer. A few of us simply confirmed what 

we already knew about ourselves. But this program goes far beyond science and careers. It's also 

about the people. I can honestly say that most of us have made friends that we still expect to receive 

Christmas cards from when we are 80. 

After this summer there will always be something special about the sound of the ocean, the 

taste of a blueberry and the smell of mouse urine that will bring us back to The Jackson Laboratory. 

And with that, I would like to thank Joyce Peterson for choosing me to be a part of this 

program. And to Jade Harmer for putting up with me for 11 weeks in a very small cave-like office 

and for answering all of my questions. David Brancaccio for challenging The Jackson Laboratory to 

create this internship. Also to the Office ofExterna1 Relations for making me feel like I was part of 

the team, not merely a student passing through. And finally to The Horace W. Goldsmith 

Foundation because without it I would not have a paycheck. 

So are there any questions? 
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Introduction 

My ultimate career goal, although generally stated is to become a science writer, is not to 

work as a journalist. I don't want to be a science reporter for The New York Times or for 

Science. I want to be a science writer at a non-profit or government research laboratory such as 

the National Cancer Institute, The Scripps Research Institute or The Jackson Laboratory. 

When I become a science writer, I want to contribute my time, energy and passion to help 

the world understand the important and exciting research that is being conducted in the field of 

genetics. Science is intimidating for many people and genetics even more so. The problem lies in 

the fact that many people fear what they do not understand, and most research is publicly funded. 

I want to help researchers get the funding they need to continue their research by educating the 

public. I also want to be able to say that I helped find the cure for cancer even if I never step foot 

in a lab and pick up a micropipette. I want to find the grant money for the researcher who does 

find the cure and then proclaim to the world that cancer has been vanquished while explaining 

how. 

I know that achieving my ultimate career goals will take time. I have to break into and 

prove myself in the field first. I have learned during my time at Ball State that the best way to get 

ahead in any field is to make connections. Also, the best way to know if you are headed down 

the right path is to ask someone who has been there before. It is for both of these reasons that this 

section is so important. This section includes interviews that I conducted via e-mail with five 

science writers working in various industries, including television journalism, print journalism 

and public information offices. 

I chose these five people for a number of reasons. The first was to renew connections that 

I made this summer. During my internship at The Jackson Laboratory I was able to meet and 



network with 10 national science writers during the annual Press Week. I e-mailed my questions 

to all 10 of these science writers, and four responded: Joanna Downer, Tracy Hampton, Jim 

Keeley and Barbara Moran. The fifth science writer, Jason Bardi, works at The Scripps Research 

Institute, a non-profit research laboratory that I would love to have the opportunity to work at. 

Being able to interview him allowed me to establish a contact at one of the top five places where 

I would like to work. 

The answers I received from these individuals have given me a lot of insight into what it 

takes to be a science writer. The stories about how each person became a science writer have 

shown me that there is no "right way" to get into the field. Some people started out as scientists; 

some started out as chefs-in-training. The important thing is not what you have your degree in 

but that you have a passion and an understanding for science and the ability to make complex 

subjects understandable. You also have to loved to learn because every day brings with it new 

discoveries and new difficulties. 

These interviews have intensified my desire to go to graduate school and have shown me 

the importance of joining the National Association of Science Writers. Both of these endeavors 

will enable me to make more connections and learn more about the field. I am applying to the 

MIT science writing program for fall 2005 admission. Because my interests lie outside the 

heading of science journalism, I feel as though MIT's program is the best choice for me. Also, 

many seasoned science writers have ties to MIT through the Knight Fellowship Program, giving 

me numerous networking opportunities. The only other programs that offered degrees matching 

my career goals were at the University of California-Santa Cruz and The lohns Hopkins 

University. UCSC's program, however, was tailored toward educating experienced bench 

scientists and journalists. I did not have the credentials necessary to apply. The Johns Hopkins 



program is much more closely linked to the humanities. Students had to show a command of a 

European language like French, Spanish or German in order to be admitted. And although I took 

French for five years, I knew that after three years of non-use I would not be able to show 

proficiency. 

I am planning to join NASW during winter break. I hope that I will be able to attend the 

conference in Washington, D.C. this February. All of the science writers suggested that this 

conference would be an excellent opportunity to meet and talk to more science writers and would 

be an excellent opportunity to find a mentor in the field. Because all of the science writers I 

interviewed are NASW members, I hope that I would also be able to renew the contacts that I've 

established face-to-face. 

Overall, these science writers were extremely generous to me, an aspiring science writer. 

Not only did they take the time to answer my questions and offer to answer any follow-ups, 

many of them also offered to help in any way they could so I could get my foot in the door. One 

of the science writers even offered to sponsor my application to NASW if I were to apply for 

regular membership rather than student membership. I hope to continue to cultivate these 

relationships because I welcome advice from people who have "made it" in the field of science 

writing. Perhaps these relationships will also help me in my own career, either aiding in my 

admission to MIT or in securing a science writing position once I graduate. Only time will tell. 



Jason Bardi 
Science writer 
Scripps Research Institute 

Q: How did you get into the field of science writing? 

A: In my early life, I was a chef-in-training, and I didn't really know anything about science at 
all, but I became interested in science after many months of reading magazines like Scientific 
American, New Scientist and National Geographic. Back then I was most interested in 
astronomy and paleontology - two subjects that I, ironically, never really pursued. 

To make a long story short, I enrolled in college at the age of 21 to pursue a degree in physics. 
During my first semester, I had some tremendous success in a basic composition course, winning 
an essay contest. So I became a double major in English and physics, went to graduate school 
and got advanced degrees in biophysics and science writing. The rest is history. 

Q: What professional organizations do you belong to? 

A: The National Association of Science Writers (NASW) is a very good organization, and I 
would encourage anyone interested in science writing to work on joining. I say "work on" 
because you have to actually apply for membership, including finding two sponsors who are 
already members and (I think) submitting writing samples. I believe you might be able to join as 
a student member without the clips, and it's cheaper too. 

I would encourage you to join and to go to their annual meeting, which is in D.C. this year in 
February. There are terrific opportunities there to hook up with a mentor. 

The NASW also has individual local chapters (D.C., New York, San Diego, etc.). Get involved 
in your local chapter if there is one. 

There are a lot of resources on their web site for members and non-members. See 
www.nasw.org. 

Q: What is the most difficult part of your job? 

I am the only science writer at The Scripps Research Institute, which is one of the major private, 
non-profit basic biomedical research institutes in the world. As you can imagine, there are many 
papers coming out every week by scientists here. The most difficult thing is to decide which 
papers I should cover in our various publications and to juggle multiple projects that I'm working 
on simultaneously and that have cascading deadlines. 

This juggling is a general difficulty facing almost all writers. I am no different. 



Q: What is the most rewarding part of your job? 

I like the range of subjects that I write about. In the last week, for instance, I have written stories 
about vaccines for cocaine addiction, a chromosomal aberration that leads to leukemia, 
antibodies that target metastatic breast cancer cells, a new technology for glycobiology and the 
structure of a cystic fibrosis protein. 

This broad range keeps the job very interesting. 

Then again, everything I write is directly related to research conducted here at Scripps Research. 
My subjects range over all of human health, but in the end almost everything I write could be 
summed up under the heading biology. If you look at newspaper reporters, you will find that they 
are even broader in terms of what they cover. A science reporter at a major market newspaper 
might write about everything from the origins of the universe to the origins of dating; from 
making cheese to making atomic bombs; and from dinosaur bones to new AIDS drugs. 

Q: What advice do you have for an aspiring science writer? 

Join NASW. Do an internship while you are in college or graduate school. Consider graduate 
school in science writing or journalism. These can be a great way to jump-start your career. Read 
a lot. 

Q: What publications would you suggest I read? 

Science and Nature both have excellent science coverage in their first few pages. These 
periodicals are expensive, though, so I would suggest reading them at the library. New Scientist 
is probably the broadest general interest science magazine. It can be good to read. 

Tuesday's New York Times is perhaps the best newspaper to read, but don't miss out on AP and 
Reuters stories if you want to read about some breaking discoveries. The Washington Post and 
The Dallas Morning News also have good science coverage and weekly columns, and the Wall 
Street Journal has some of the best coverage of the pharmaceutical industry, medical ethics and 
other business-related health topics that you will find. Also, Sharon Begley has a weekly science 
column there that is excellent. 

Scientific American is also very good magazine, and you will occasionally find excellent science 
articles in places like National Geographic (which has the best images you will find, bar none) 
and Wired. 

There are a million other places to read about science. There are online magazines like Slate and 
Salon. There are online science sites like Genome Network News. And there are excellent pages 
to read to get basic information about science subjects on federal government-sponsored sites 
such as CDC, NIH, etc. For chemistry, I like to read Chemical&Engineering News. 



Joanna B. Downer, Ph.D. 
Assistant Director, science communication 
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine Public Affairs 

Q: How did you get into the field of science writing? 

A: I was in graduate school for my Ph.D. in Chemistry, and my adviser asked me to decide what 
I wanted to do with my life, and he'd give me projects to get there. Unfortunately, there wasn't 
anything I was doing in the lab that I would want to do forever, and projects others were working 
on sounded interesting but didn't have enough pull, either. So I realized that the only thing I had 
enjoyed over the first two and a half years of grad school was writing textbook chapters and 
grant sections and editing my co-workers' papers and grants. Fortunately, my adviser already 
suspected this (He had the great foresight to assign me these writing and editing projects to test 
his hypothesis.), and when I went in to tell him that I wanted to do something with science and 
writing and editing, he said, "I think you'd like to be a science writer," before I could say 
anything at all. That sounded perfect, but I didn't really know what it was. At the time (January 
1996), the American Association for the Advancement of Science had just done a big series of 
articles for their "Next Wave" Web site on science writing as an alternative career for scientists, 
and those stories were a revelation for me. Everything the people interviewed said reflected my 
thoughts perfectly. Everyone else's projects always seemed more interesting than their own. How 
could they focus on just one tiny area of science forever? How could they express their creativity 
and their interest in science? 

So my adviser also offered my services to the public relations magazine for the department of 
radiology at Washington University in St. Louis (where I was in grad school) to write stories for 
the editor, and she was happy to have me. I wrote my first couple stories for her, and then used 
those as writing samples to apply for a AAAS Mass Media Science and Engineering Fellowship. 
I was given a fellowship spot in the summer of '97 at Time Magazine in Washington, D.C., 
which solidified my decision. I returned to St. Louis to finish my Ph.D. and used the AAAS 
experience to get paying freelance jobs through the National Association of Science Writers' jobs 
list. I started applying for permanent science writing jobs, mostly at universities and medical 
centers, in April of '98, even though I didn't expect to finish the Ph.D. until the fall. In August, I 
had three on-site interviews and two job offers. (The third job ended up disappearing because the 
person doing the hiring had her baby early and quit.) I chose to go to Duke University Medical 
Center in Durham, N.C., to be its first writer dedicated to covering basic science and clinical 
research news from its Cancer Center. (I started in November '98.) In June of 2001, I left Duke to 
come to Hopkins and be their first writer dedicated to covering the basic sciences, genetic 
medicine and cell engineering. 

Q: What professional organizations do you belong to? 

A: I belong to the National Association of Science Writers (http://www.nasw.org) and have at 
various points belonged to AAAS. 



Q: What is the most difficult part of your job? 

A: There are two answers to that question, since there are two parts to the job. On one hand, I'm 
a writer, and I write about scientific advances made by the researchers here. On the other, I'm a 
liaison between the institution, its faculty and reporters, both internal (for Hopkins publications) 
and external (the mass media). The most difficult part is usually taking a really complex, 
apparently esoteric scientific advance and making it understandable to a scientifically interested 
but general audience. The hardest one lately came out just yesterday. I had to find the right 
metaphor to make the reader understand what was happening. But I find an interesting catch-22 
that I also find to be a difficult part of the job. If I do a good job and have good research to write 
about, reporters will call. But the more reporters who call, the less I can write. 

Q: What is the most rewarding part of your job? 

A: The aha! moment when either I figure out a great way to explain something, or the aha! 
moment when I'm talking to a reporter or working with them and they get it. I take a lot of pride 
in being knowledgeable about what my scientists are doing, and it feels good when reporters 
know that they are getting more than a glorified receptionist when they call Hopkins public 
affairs. 

Q: What advice do you have for an aspiring science writer? 

A: Probably the same advice as most people - read, read, read, and write, write, write. Read 
everything and anything - but not just to get information or for entertainment. Look at how the 
sentences are constructed as you're going. Do you come across a sentence or image you find 
particularly nice to read? Read it again, make a mental note, add the technique to your writers' 
toolbox. Do you find a sentence that's tough to get through or that's unexpected? How would you 
change it, what was the writer thinking, what effect would different changes have on the 
meaning, or on how it fits with the rest of the paragraph? Read great stuff - the National 
Geographic, Smithsonian, The New Yorker. Read regular stuff - Associated Press stories on 
cnn.com and in the newspapers. That is writing on the run - putting something together fast, 
making it as accurate as possible and then moving on. And write. Write poetry if it's in you. Play 
with words, Play with construction and imagery. Read scientific papers - part of being a fast 
science writer is knowing how to translate the science properly. How would you re-write the 
abstract in lay language, what do you need to keep, what do you need to get rid of in order to 
make it meaningful? 

Q: What publications would you suggest an aspiring science writer read? 

A: I'd suggest becoming a student member of NASW if you aren't already and subscribing to the 
NASW -talk listserve and just watching, or writing if you want to. It's a nice way to get a sense of 
issues in science writing and perspective. For example, recently someone wondered why the 
FDA would have kicked a knowledgeable scientist off a particular drug review panel. Now the 



topic has morphed into evaluating research, evaluating government panels, the intricacies of 
conflicts of interest. If you can, I'd suggest attending the NASW conference, which is in D.C. 
this February, or the AAAS meeting afterwards. (NASW members can attend AAAS for free, 
there's a newsroom that's a bounty of experience and contacts and great opportunities to network 
and meet people.) NAS is midweek, but AAAS extends over the weekend, and the NASW party 
is Saturday night, which is another great meeting opportunity and a lot of fun. I'd also suggest 
signing up for the NASW-jobs listserve so you know about any new freelance or job posting. 
You can get a sense for what's out there, and start applying early if you see something 
interesting. As far as actual publications, anything you want. I personally really like the news 
sections of Science and Nature, which you should be able to get free online from a university 
computer or read in the flesh at the library. 



Tracy Hampton, Ph.D. 
Medical news writer 
JAMA & Archives Journals 

Q: How did you get into the field of science writing? 

A: I was a postdoc and was tired of the lab, so I bought a book on alternative careers for 
scientists. Science writing was one option, so I looked into writing for the medical school's 
newspaper - the editor let me write some articles, and I loved it. I also did some writing for the 
public affairs office of the med school. 

Q: What professional organizations do you belong to? 

A:NASW 

Q: What is the most difficult part of your job? 

A: I don't really have a MOST difficult thing. Depending on the story I'm writing, it might be 
reaching an expert in the field, understanding all of the relevant details and background of a 
topic, or addressing my editors' follow-up questions. 

Q: What is the most rewarding part of your job? 

A: I love talking with other scientists about their work. It's also great to see my articles (and my 
name) in JAMA. 

Q: What advice do you have for an aspiring science writer? 

A: I feel that it's more important to know the science than to know journalism. If you want your 
sources to trust and respect you, you have to understand both the questions you're asking and 
the source's answers. 

Q: What publications would you suggest I read? 

A: JAMA, of course. Seriously, I would suggest The Scientist, any of the research highlights of 
the Nature Reviews, and any of the publications that medical universities and hospitals put out. 
(For example, "Paths of Progress" from Dana-Farber.) Also, books that have tips for science 
writers are helpful, but I find that they are basically filled with tips that are commonsense. 



Q: Any additional comments? 

A: If you want to be a science writer (assuming you understand science), the best way to see 
if it's a good career for you is to try it and learn from mistakes and successes. If you can, speak 
with folks at public affairs offices at medical schools and hospitals. They may be able to give 
you some assignments to get you started. Do assignments for free at first, and if you're good, 
they'll want to pay you to keep writing for them. I know that there are master's programs for 
science writing, but I didn't want to go back to school, so I just wrote during my free time. 



Jim Keeley 
Associate Director of Communications 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute 

Q: How did you get into the field of science writing? 

A: This happened for me via a series of fortunate coincidences. As an undergraduate at 
Vanderbilt University, I loved to take science classes and toyed with the idea of going to medical 
school. But as I took more science and was exposed to the ideas behind molecular biology, for 
example, I realized that what I loved most about the science was the ideas and not necessarily the 
lab work. I would spend hours talking with classmates about the concepts we were learning in 
the molecular biology classes - and actually spent a considerable amount of my own time 
outside of class seeking out books about science, biology and theoretical physics, in particular. 

My other great interest was writing, and I was a member of the Vanderbilt student newspaper, 
although I did not write about science. In any event, I majored in English and took a steady diet 
of science classes throughout my college career. When I emerged from college, I felt that I was 
well read and certainly knew how to learn and teach myself new topics, but I was completely 
unprepared to go into any particular field. 

I took a few months to sort through my feelings. As fate and luck would have it, a friend told me 
about ajob in the public affairs office at Vanderbilt University Medical Center. I submitted a 
resume, was interviewed, and got the job as an information officer, even though I did not have 
much in the way of writing clips to support my application. They took a chance on me. That was 
all I needed. Because I had a strong science background and abundant curiosity, I was given the 
"basic science" beat, and covered all of the medical school's basic science departments for the 
VUMC community newspaper. I was usually writing about three stories per week. This meant 
digging up compelling story ideas, arranging interviews and writing and vetting the news stories. 
So there was a tremendous amount of on-the-job training. But it was an exciting time. 

Q: What professional organizations do you belong to? 

A: The National Association of Science Writers, the D.C. Science Writers Association and the 
American Association for the Advancement of Science 

Q: What is the most difficult part of your job? 

A: I would substitute the word "complex" for "difficult." As a science writer who is a public 
information officer at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, the most complex part of my job is 
sorting through the many research publications authored by our researchers to find the ones that 
are going to be the most interesting and have the best chance of "making news." In any given 
month, I look over close to about 60 research articles. We write about 10 news stories a month, 
so many of the research articles do not "make the cut" as a news story. But it may be that we can 
use that article as the peg for a longer feature in our magazine, in which case I will pass that 



infonnation along to the magazine editor. But, as you know, the competition for getting in the 
news is very tough. Consider that most institutions of higher learning in the United States and 
abroad have public infonnation offices. We're all trying to get our story in the paper or on TV. 
I'm fortunate enough to work at a place where science education is part of the mission. So, a 
primary goal of picking the stories that we write about is to purposely pick topics that will 
broaden the scientific knowledge of people who come to our web site or those who read our 
publications. 

Q: What is the most rewarding part of your job? 

A: Without question, the most rewarding part of my job is the really unique opportunity to 
interact on a daily basis, whether in person, on the phone or bye-mail, with some of the best 
scientists in the world. I love ideas, and I love explaining complex ideas. At HHMI, we employ 
about 300 of the top scientists who do research in areas like cell biology, genetics, immunology, 
neuroscience, structural biology, and computational biology. These scientists are based at more 
than 60 universities and medical schools around the country. They are truly inspiring people who 
are making a difference in the world. It's hard not to regard the privilege of interacting with them 
as the best part of my job. It reminds me of a recent speech that was delivered by Ben Patrusky, 
the executive director of the Council for the Advancement of Science Writing, who said that 
science writers have all been given a unique passport that pennits them access to places off limits 
to most people research laboratories where spectacular things are happening to improve health 
and the quality of life. 

Q: What advice do you have for an aspiring science writer? 

A: Be curious. Love to write and communicate. Always work on improving yourself - whether 
it's your writing; your understanding of science or a new field that's not familiar to you; and don't 
be afraid to take chances. Science writing is a field that has blossomed tremendously, even since 
I've been in it during the last 15 years. There are many avenues that you can take and still be a 
science writer, and they may not all be apparent to you when you graduate. Investigate your 
options. You may want to start out as a staff writer first. Or you may opt for a first job as a public 
infonnation officer. But don't ever feel locked in. Use your job as a learning experience and 
network with others in your field. The opportunities are really endless. 

Q: What publications would you suggest I read? 

A: To some extent, this depends on your area, but I would read Science magazine, 
Nature, Discover, Scientific American, Time, Newsweek, JAMA, New England Journal of 
Medicine, Wired, The New York Times, listen to NPR - I could go on and on. Look at great 
science writing on Web sites, too - Salon.com comes to mind. 



Barbara Moran 
Senior researcher 
WGBH-NOVA 

Q: How did you get into the field of science writing? 

A: My first journalism job, right out of college, was working for senior citizen's magazine as a 
feature writer. After a while, I started covering medical stories. I liked the challenge of medical 
writing, but quickly realized that I had no idea what I was talking about. So I went back to 
school and got an M.S. in science journalism, taking a lot of basic science classes along the way. 

Q: What professional organizations do you belong to? 

A: National Association of Science Writers, New England Science Writers 

Q: What is the most difficult part of your job? 

A: Getting scientists to speak English. 

Q: What is the most rewarding part of your job? 

A: Seeing my work on the air or in print and hoping that it may elevate the public debate on 
science. 

Q: What advice do you have for an aspiring science writer? 

A: Learn how to work in more than one media (i.e. TV and radio, or print and TV). Also, don't 
be an unquestioning science booster. I'm totally pro-science, but I also think that scientists 
should be able to answer questions about the societal implications of their work without being 
offended. 

Q: What publications would you suggest I read? 

A: "A Field Guide for Science Writers" might be interesting for you. It's published by the 
NASW. 



Science Writing Internships 

American Physical Society 
Web site: http://focus.aps.org/ 
Intern duties: Interns will write for the Physical Review Focus web site, which describes physics 
research published in APS journals. Interns will also assist with the selection of worthy journal 
articles and with Web and e-mail list maintenance. 
Minimum qualifications: Undergraduate physics coursework, bachelor's degree in physics 
preferred. 
Salary: $12/hr 
Dates of internship: June or July through December 
Details about the publication or news office: The Focus audience includes physicists, physics 
students and science writers. The stories mostly cover papers from Physical Review Letters, the 
world's most prestigious physics journal. 

Argonne National Laboratory 
Web site: http://www.anLgov/OPA/internship/ 
Intern duties: Participants will work at least ten 4O-hour weeks on science news, feature stories 
and magazine articles for the Argonne News, Frontiers and logos, as well as related news 
releases and media contacts. This internship requires a strong background in journalism and an 
interest in science. The working environment is collegial, creative and collaborative. Argonne's 
Office of Public Affairs has six full-time professional journalist/writers who work with our 
interns. 
Minimum qualifications: Participants must be full-time students at an accredited college or 
university and must have a strong interest in science-related journalism 
Salary: $4OO/week 
Dates of internship: Internships available quarterly 
Details about the publication or news office: Argonne's Office of Public Affairs has six full-time 
professional journalists/writers who work with our interns. Argonne National Laboratory has 
more than 200 research programs in basic and applied science, including mathematics and 
computer science, biology, environmental research, materials science, physics, chemistry, energy 
research and advanced nuclear reactor technology. Argonne's Illinois site is located on a wooded, 
1,500-acre campus near Chicago. 

Discover Magazine Internship 
Web site: http://www.discover.com/ 
Intern duties: Discover offers an approximately four-month, full-time, paid internship. We hire 
only one intern for each four-month period. Duties include researching and fact checking 
features and departments, tracking down story ideas for our news section and reporting and 
writing short news items for the magazine and the Web site. 
Minimum qualifications: Candidates must be college graduates with a strong grounding in 
science. We particularly seek candidates who are enrolled in or who have completed an 
advanced degree science writing program. 
Salary: $10/hr 



Dates of Internship: Actual dates vary according to the schedules of outgoing and incoming 
interns. Summer internship: May through September; fall internship: September through January. 

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory 
Web site: http://www.fnal.gov/pub/about/public_affairs/ 
Intern duties: Interns will write for the daily e-zine and monthly magazine. Interns also help with 
tasks in the Public Affairs Office. 
Salary: $500 weekly or higher, depending on degree; appointments are 3 to 6 months 
Minimum qualifications: bachelor's degree; proof of writing skills 
Dates of internship: Internships are available during the fall, spring and summer semesters. 
Details about the publication or news office: There are five staff members. Also, we frequently 
have national media coverage. 

The Harvard Medical School Internship in Science Writing 
Web site: http://focus.hms.harvard.edu/ 
Intern duties: The program is writing intensive. The primary responsibilities of the intern include 
planning, researching and writing research briefs and features for Focus, the Medical School's 
faculty newsletter, which is sent to 16,000 faculty and staff at the school and its 18 affiliated 
institutions. 
Minimum qualifications: A bachelor's degree, as well as an educational background in science 
and demonstrated writing skill. Good clips are important. 
Salary: $10.00/hour 
Dates of internship: There are three internships during the year: one in the fall, from September 
through December; in the winter/spring, from January through May; and in the summer, from 
June through August. 
Details about the Public Affairs Office: Public Affairs is divided between publications and media 
relations. The publications side has a director/editor, production manager, editorial assistant and 
three science writers. The intern is an integral part of this editorial group. 

The Jackson Laboratory 
Web site: http://www.jax.org/education 
Brief description of intern duties: The intern will have the opportunity to work with experienced 
writers in Scientific Program Development, the office responsible for a wide range of scientific 
writing and editing projects connected with The Jackson Laboratory's research, resources and 
education programs. The intern will also have the opportunity to focus on one or more research 
areas at The Jackson Laboratory, obtaining experience in explaining complex research projects 
to the general public. He or she will also interview and interact with peers in the Summer Student 
Program, with whom he or she will share residence and dining facilities. The intern will meet 
several world-class science journalists at the annual Press Week held at The Jackson Laboratory 
in conjunction with The Johns Hopkins University. 
Minimum qualifications: At the time of participation in the program, a college student must be 
enrolled as a full-time undergraduate student, have at least one semester of undergraduate school 
remaining before graduation and be a U.S. citizen or permanent resident. Students majoring in 
either chemistry or biology and minoring in English are preferred. 
Salary: $2,500 stipend plus room and board 



Dates of internship: This is a nine- to eleven-week internship that begins in either late Mayor 
early June and ends in August. 
Details about the publication or news office: The Scientific Programs Development staff 
includes two Ph.D. scientists with broad research experience and scientific writing expertise, a 
former science journalist and an information specialist. All of these professionals will help 
mentor the intern. 

Journal of Young Investigators 
Web site: http://www.jyLorg/ 
Intern duties: JYI science journalists actively participate in a writing-intensive immersion 
program designed to create effective science writing for the general public. Students in the 
program compose a diverse array of articles on topics from science policy to recent discoveries. 
To complement their writing experience, the undergraduates also edit news and feature articles 
written by other students in the program. Professional science writers from places such as The 
Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory and the Journal of 
the American Medical Association serve as mentors to these undergraduate science journalists by 
reviewing articles and providing detailed, constructive feedback. Under the guidance of their 
mentors, JYI undergraduate science writers are required to review articles written by other 
students. The combined experience of writing and reviewing non-technical science writing 
prepares students for careers in science writing and as future contributors to a scientifically 
literate public. 
Minimum qualifications: Undergraduate college student with a strong interest in science 
journalism 
Salary: None - valuable volunteer and learning opportunity 
Dates of internship: Flexible 
Details about the publication or news office: The Journal of Young Investigators, Inc. is an 
independent, not-for-profit, peer-reviewed, online science journal. JYI is managed entirely by 
and for undergraduate students from across the United States and abroad. Recognizing the 
importance of science communication among scientists and with the general public, JYI believes 
that training in effective communication should be integral to science education. As the first 
national, hands-on attempt to provide such training for undergraduates, JYI is dedicated to 
publishing only undergraduate research and science feature articles. JYI involves undergraduates 
in every step of the writing, editing and peer-review processes. 

Popular Science 
Web site: http://www.popsi.com/ 
Intern duties: Interns research, report and fact check. Interns get a lot of hands-on research and 
reporting experience, such as making phone calls to sources, attending press conferences and 
obtaining and evaluating products for review. Interns are an important part of the staff team and 
pitch in to assist editors and readers. You will not sit around waiting for something to do. 
Depending on their skills and enthusiasm, interns may have the opportunity to write items for the 
website, and the FYI, Headlines, What's New and How2.0 sections of the magazine. Interns' 
names are listed on the masthead. 
Minimum qualifications: College degree, writing experience, and demonstrated interest in 
science and technology. Ideally the candidate has been published elsewhere (college publication, 
academic journal, etc.) 



Salary: $100/week 
Dates of internship: May/June through end of August. Exact dates are flexible. 
Details about the publication or news office: Popular Science is the world's largest science and 
technology magazine with a circulation of approximately 1.5 million. The magazine is owned by 
Time4 Media, a subsidiary of Time Inc. (part of Time Warner). The office dress is neat but fairly 
casual. Suits are not needed, but ratty jeans or not permitted either in case you have to attend a 
press conference. Also, unless deadlines require otherwise, we will be working summer hours 
during the internship period: 8:45 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 9 a.m. to 1 
p.m. on Fridays. With its small but tightly knit staff, Popular Science offers a fast-paced, hands
on experience. Interns have an opportunity to explore many topics and to become immersed in 
the daily intricacies of the editorial process. At the outset of the internship, the intern is 
introduced to the overall editorial system at Popular Science. After that, he or she is invited to 
jump in and proceed with various projects. Our interns have an opportunity to write for the 
magazine and almost always receive bylines. 

Science Editor (the periodical of the Council of Science Editors) 
Web site: http://www.nasw.org 
Intern duties: The intern serves as staff writer for Science Editor, a bimonthly magazine/journal 
mainly for editors working in scholarly scientific publications. The intern also has the 
opportunity to take part in editorial tasks and to observe the workings of the publication 
Minimum qualifications: Candidates must have excellent information gathering and writing 
skills. They also should have some science background and some understanding of the workings 
of scientific research and publication. 
Salary: The salary for this 20-hour-per-week internship is $1050/month for master's degree 
students. For interns not at the master's level, the salary is adjusted accordingly. 
Dates of internship: Internships normally are available for the fall, spring and summer semesters. 
Specific dates are flexible. 
Details about the publication or news office: This internship is located at Texas A&M 
University. Because the internship normally is 20 hours per week, interns can concurrently 
pursue other activities, such as taking courses or working on a thesis. Sites employing recent 
Science Editor interns include the American Society for Microbiology, Chemical & Engineering 
News, the Journal of the National Cancer Institute and Texas A&M University Press. 

Science Magazine 
Web site: http://www.sciencemag.org/ 
Intern duties: Interns work as regular reporters on Science's news staff for 6 months. Their work 
is published by the daily news web page, ScienceNow and in the news section of the weekly 
magazine. Science is published weekly. ScienceNow is published five days a week. 
Minimum qualifications: College graduate, writing experience 
Dates of internship: January-June or July-December 

Science News 
Web site: http://www.sciencenews.org/ 
Intern duties: Interns work as full-time science writers at the weekly magazine. 
Minimum qualifications: Bachelor's degree in science or journalism. 
Salary: $1,800 per month 



Dates of internship: 3-to-4 month period from May through August (spring and fall internships 
also available) 
Details about the publication or news office: Science News is a weekly science magazine for a 
general readership. Science News is located in Washington, D.C. 

Sources: 
http://esys.ucsd.edu/kimlscience_writing_internships.htm 
http://www .jax.org/education 



---------

Graduate Programs in Science Writing 

Boston University 
Boston, Mass. 
Program: Science journalism 
Degree: Master's of Science in science journalism 

Bowling Green State University 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Program: Scientific and technical communication 
Degrees: Master's of Arts in scientific and technical communication 

Columbia University 
Columbia, N.Y. 
Program: Health, science and environment writing 
Degree: Master's of Science in journalism 

Cornell University 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
Program: Science communication 
Degrees: Master's of Professional Studies in communication, Master's of Science in 
communication or doctorate in communication 

Indiana University 
Bloomington, Ind. 
Program: Science writing 
Degree: Master's of Arts in journalism 

Iowa State University 
Ames, Iowa 
Program: Science communication 
Degrees: Master's of Science in journalism and mass communication 

The Johns Hopkins University 
Baltimore, Md. 
Program: Science writing 
Degrees: Master's of Arts in science writing 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Program: Science writing 
Degree: Master's of Science in science writing 



New York University 
New York, N.Y. 
Program: Science and environmental reporting 
Degree: Master's of Arts in journalism, plus certificate 

Purdue University 
West Lafayette, Ind. 
Program: Science and culture 
Degrees: Master's or doctorate in communication 

University of California-Santa Cruz 
Santa Cruz, Calif. 
Program: Science communication 
Degree: Certificate in science writing or natural science illustration 

University of Tennessee-Knoxville 
Knoxville, Tenn. 
Program: Science communication 
Degree: Master's of Science or doctorate in communication 

University of Maryland 
College Park, Md. 
Program: Specialization in science communication 
Degrees: Master's or doctorate in journalism 

University of Minnesota-Twin Cities 
St. Paul, Minn. 
Programs: Scientific and technical communication (master's program); rhetoric and scientific 
and technical communication (Ph.D. program) 
Degrees: Master's of Arts degree in scientific and technical communication or doctorate in 
rhetoric and scientific and technical communication 

Sources: 
http://www.nau.edul ...... soc-p/ecrc/degprog.htm 

For more information, consider using the Directory of Science Communications Courses and 
Programs in the United States compiled by Sharon Dunwoody, Elizabeth Crane and Bonnie 
Brown. To order, contact Sharon Dunwoody at the Center for Environmental Communication 
and Education Studies, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, University of 
Wisconsin-Madison, 821 University Ave., Madison, WI 53706. E-mail 
dunwoody@facstaff.wisc.edu. 




